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FILED 
Utah Court of Appeals 
SEP 10 2002 
Paulette Stagg 
Clerk of the Court 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
00O00 
Patricia L. Dayton 
Petitioner and Appellant, 
v. 
Douglas D. Dayton 
Respondent and Appellee. 
ORDER 
Appellate Case No. 20010889-CA 
Before Judges Bench, Jackson, and Billings. 
By reason of the failure of appellee to file appellee's 
brief within the time permitted by Utah R. App. P. 26(a), which 
time expired on August 27, 2002, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the 
case will be submitted to the court on appellant's brief only; 
provided, however, that if appellee's brief is submitted within 
seven (7) days from the date hereof, such brief will be accepted 
for submission without further order of the court. 
Dated this jf) day of September, 2002. 
FOR THE COURT: 
Bench, Judge 
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Phone (801) 399-9910 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
WEBER COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Respondent. 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
Kffll 
Civil No: 994901266 
Judge: ROGER S. DUTSON 
The above-entitled matter having come on for hearing on the 
28th day of February, 2001; Judge Roger S. Dutson, presiding; the 
Petitioner being personally present and represented by her counsel 
of record, Robert A. Echard; the Respondent being personally-
present and represented by his counsel of record, Roy D. Cole, and 
the Court having heard testimony of witnesses, the Petitioner, the 
Respondent, Roger Nuttall an accountant, Valerie Mecham, the 
Respondent's employer and now significant other and the Parties 
minor children, and having received and considered the evidence 
Dayton v. Dayton 
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submitted herein, and the Court being fully advised in the 
premises, now finds the facts free from all legal objection as 
follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. VENUE AND JURISDICTION: Petitioner and Respondent are 
actual and bona fide residents of Weber County, State of Utah, and 
have been for more than three (3) months immediately prior to the 
commencement of this action. 
2. MARRIAGE STATISTICS: Petitioner and Respondent are 
husband and wife, having been married in Los Angeles, California, 
on June 5, 1982. 
3. ISSUE OF MARRIAGE: That two (2) children have been born 
as issue of this marriage, to-wit: Ryan Dewane Dayton, age 17 and 
Shane Lee Dayton, age 14. 
4. CUSTODY: The Court has determined that it is in the 
best interests of the children that the Petitioner be awarded 
legal, physical care and custody of the two minor children, Ryan 
Dewane Dayton and Shane Lee Dayton. (See Attached Exhibit No. 1). 
5. VISITATION: That Respondent shall be awarded standard 
visitation pursuant to the U.C.A. §§ 30-3-33 and 30-3-35 as 
attached herein and made a part hereof. Ryan Dewane Dayton will 
be eighteen (18) on May 9zr', 2001. The parties other child, Shane 
Lee Dayton, is just turning fifteen (15). The Petitioner should 
have custody, even though she improperly dragged them into this 
Dayton v. Dayton 
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case because of her deception. It is still in their best interest 
to remain with the Petitioner in Utah to finish school, as the 
Respondent currently resides in California and does not wish to 
contest custody. Both parties have severely indulged these 
children with "toys", and material possessions, including 
attempting to give them an expensive tractor to build a motorcycle 
racetrack on the three (3) acres of land adjoining the marital 
home, even though their finances are in shambles because of their 
dispute and irresponsibility. (See Attached Exhibit No. 1). 
6. CHILD SUPPORT: That Respondent shall pay child support 
on a monthly basis in the amount of $487.08 per child pursuant to 
U.C.A. § 78-45-7.14 et. seq. based on the Petitioner's monthly 
gross income of $1,316.00 and Respondent's gross income of 
$5,835.00. Such child support shall be reduced according to 
U.C.A. § 78-45-7.10 when any such child turns eighteen (18) years 
of age or graduates from high school, whichever occurs later. 
Such child support shall be reduced according to U.C.A. § 78-45-
7.11 by fifty percent (50%) for time periods of extended 
visitation per child for twenty-five (25) of any thirty (30) 
consecutive days. Should the Respondent become delinquent in the 
payments of child support for thirty (30) consecutive days there 
shall be an order to withhold and deliver income in accordance 
with U.C.A. § 62A-11-501 et. seq. (See Attached Exhibit No. 2). 
Dayton v. Dayton 
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7. MEDICAL AND DENTAL INSURANCE: The parties hereto shall 
be required to carry medical and dental insurance for the benefit 
of their minor children once said insurance becomes available at a 
reasonable price through their employment. The party providing 
said insurance shall be entitled to an offset against child 
support or shall be reimbursed for one half of the cost of said 
insurance premium. The party paying out of pocket expenses on 
covered and uncovered services shall be entitled to reimbursement 
of one-half (1/2) of the out of pocket costs or an offset against 
child support depending on which party is providing the insurance. 
8. DEBTS ON REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: There is debt on 
some of the business vehicles and said debt shall continue to be 
Respondent's responsibility, except as to the general business 
debt owing to the Bank of Utah, which will be paid as hereafter 
specified. 
9. That during said marriage, the parties hereto have 
acquired real and personal property to be awarded and distributed 
as follows: A very large indebtedness was incurred during the 
time the parties were together which has been paid down, but there 
still exists approximately $62,000 owing to the Bank of Utah which 
is secured by liens on personal property, the marital home and 
lot, have been signed by both parties as obligors on said 
indebtedness. There is substantial other marital debt set forth 
in the various exhibits submitted by both parties, including three 
Dayton v. Dayton 
loans at Bank of Utah, the Internal Revenue Service for 
approximately $20,000.00, and possibly additional amounts unknown, 
Pioneer Ready Mix, Concrete Specialty, Jacks Tire, Voice Stream 
listed by Respondent and additional amounts listed on Mr. 
Nuttall's "Liabilities" on page 2 of tab 1 of his exhibits. Since 
the divorce was filed, the Petitioner has filed a Chapter 13 
bankruptcy, which Petitioner represents will be dismissed. The 
parties agree there should be an immediate sale of the three (3) 
acres of land, appurtenant to the marital home. (See Attached 
Exhibit No. 4) 
10. FINDING AS TO PETITIONER'S TESTIMONY: The most 
problematic issue in this case is the fact the Petitioner, Patsy 
Dayton, has clearly and intentionally attempted to mislead the 
Court by giving false testimony under oath on a sufficient number 
of issues that the Court cannot place any credibility in her 
testimony except as clearly supported by other credible testimony. 
These issues do not relate to petty matters but amount to 
thousands of dollars, relating primarily to personal property she 
sold, disposed of intentionally or that has disappeared while in 
her possession. 
11. FINDING AS TO RESPONDENT'S TESTIMONY: Respondent 
Douglas Dayton and his companion, Valerie Mecham, have clearly 
attempted to minimize his present income and assets. They assert 
they were advised to do this by an attorney in California. For 
Dayton v. Dayton 
the most part, they have engaged in accounting procedures that 
they claim justify the conclusion they testified about in Court. 
They generally, however, provided their accounting procedures to 
the Court for examination, including revenues and expenditures and 
provided generally reliable information about property. The Court 
does not agree with the conclusion they asked the Court to draw 
from that data, however, there is no clear intent to deceive the 
Court. They have simply and openly attempted to persuade the 
Court to accept their conclusions. This is as different as night 
and day to the blatant lies and deceptions engaged in by the 
Petitioner. Analysis of Mr. Dayton's arguments reveal the data 
should not be construed as he desires and therefore are without 
merit for the most part as it relates to his earning capability or 
present earnings, because, though the data is generally correct, 
many of the so-called business expenses are not truly business 
related and this impacts his actual income. However, it is not 
difficult for the Court to review those revenues and expenditures 
along with historical earnings and reach an appropriate conclusion 
regarding his earnings potential and present income. 
12. FINDING AS TO INCOME: The Court has been able to 
determine Petitioner's present income through documentation from 
her work. For child support purposes, her present income is 
$1,316.00. However, the evidence is clear that her income will 
increase as she continues to work this present job. The 
Dayton v. Dayton 
Petitioner's potential for earnings is below her historical 
income, while married and working in the business, and what she 
could earn if she were to obtain a job she is fully capable of 
holding, given her experience and capability. In other words, she 
is not working to full capacity at the present time and given her 
inclination to try and manipulate the Court, she has probably 
minimized her income intentionally until after the divorce i£/tsh^ 
final. 
Mr. Roger Nuttall, a reliable and competent CPA, has 
attempted to extrapolate what Mr. Dayton's real income would have 
been during the time he was in business here, and has been asked 
to attempt to do the same regarding Mr. Dayton's work in 
California. Regarding his conclusion on all financial matters, he 
acknowledges that in addition to the tax returns and other hard 
data he reviewed, much of his data came from Mrs. Dayton. 
Therefore, his conclusions are very suspect, simply because of 
what she has done to twist the evidence in her favor and the Court 
believes she also misled her accountant. The Court concludes that 
Mr. Dayton can reasonably earn an annual income between 
$70,000.00-$75,000.00, though at present the Court finds his 
earnings approximately $70,000.00 per year doing concrete work and 
that this is not inconsistent with his historical earnings. This 
amounts to $5,835.00 per month for purposes of calculating child 
support. For calculating alimony, the Court also considers the 
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fairly temporary nature of child support, as the youngest child 
will attain the age of majority in approximately three years. 
13. PAYMENT OF AMOUNTS PREVIOUSLY ORDERED: The Court will 
require Respondent to pay all amounts previously ordered as 
support and alimony through March 1, 2001, and thereafter, child 
support shall be calculated as set forth above and alimony shall 
be set forth below. 
14. DISTRIBUTION OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: Before 
determining alimony, the Court must consider a proper distribution 
of property and remaining marital debt and the parties' respective 
comparable ability to live at a relatively equal standard. There 
is some difficulty for the Court in this regard because the 
Petitioner has sold thousands of dollars worth of property or 
otherwise disposed of it, presumably for her own benefit. 
Because of her unreliability, the problem is further 
aggravated. The fact that the Respondent needs all the work 
related equipment in order to generate income as a cement 
contractor and to a historical•as well as present potential, the 
Court will award Respondent all such property, including all 
business office supplies, and without regard to where they are 
presently located. 
An important piece of business equipment, a laser screed, is 
leased and has little or no equity. In this regard, it is noted 
that the values of the work related property given by both parties 
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do not accurately set forth that the property is worth much less 
if sold, rather than retained by the Respondent where he can put 
it to productive use in his cement business, and after continued 
use, will be of very little residual value, though it is the 
instrumentality by which he can earn a reasonable income. 
15. FINDING AS TO BASIS FOR RESPONDENT'S INCOME: The 
company set-up by Valerie Mecham has received an infusion of her 
money in addition to the money the Respondent, Ms. Mecham and 
other workers have generated by their work involvement with the 
company. The Respondent, however, is the "key person" to make the 
company successful by generating most of the company income, 
though Ms. Mecham has exercised a very "hands on" approach to the 
business, seems to have reasonably good business sense and is also 
an important part of the business team. 
Concerning the amount Ms. Mecham claims Respondent owes her, 
the Court finds that can readily be resolved by proper changes in 
the accounting methods for the business and proper designation of 
revenues, wages and expenses, rather than treating it as an 
outstanding loan to the Respondent, as he is also the primary 
revenue generating asset in the relationship, even recognizing Ms. 
Mechams' involvement in the work as well as her voluntary use of 
her money from time to time to help Respondent meet financial 
obliaations. 
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15. AWARD TO RESPONDENT OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: The 
other primary marital assets are the family home and land, three 
additional acres of property, the Mitsubishi vehicle, household 
furnishings and effects, motor home, boat, sand cars (or rails), 
and related accessories and trailers. As indicated above, the 
Court has determined that all the work equipment, work vehicles, 
trailers, and other work related property, office equipment and 
supplies, whether held in California or Utah should be awarded to 
the Respondent for use in his cement work. 
The home is in disrepair and needs work before it can be sold 
for a reasonable fair market value. There is apparently a buyer 
for the vacant land. 
16. AWARD TO PETITIONER OF REAL AND PERSONAL PROPERTY: The 
Court has carefully reviewed all the assets, liabilities, and 
debt, as well as the Petitioner's falsehoods about property and 
her sale of valuable assets and disposal of other marital assets 
for her own purposes, and has s£-jr>l determined it should still 
attempt to balance the relative future positions of the parties, 
notwithstanding Petitioner's deceptions. The Court will, to some 
degree, resolve the problems with her deception en the property 
division and debt payment, in that it was in these areas that she 
lied. Therefore, the Court will not reward the Petitioner for her 
deceptions in regards to property she has sold, disposed of and 
lied about. 
Dayton v. Dayton 
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The Court will still award to the Petitioner the following: 
household furnishings and items set forth in Mr. Nuttall's 
Schedule C, Marital Estate" of the parties, personal belongings 
and effects and the Mitsubishi automobile, plus the obligation 
to pay the debt thereon. The Respondent is awarded one big 
screen television, the ceramic kiln, all the guns and rifles, 
camping and outdoor gear and accessories. 
To clarify, the Respondent shall be awarded all the 
remaining marital property on Mr. Nuttall's Schedule A and B, as 
they are business related. 
The following property acquired during this marriage shall 
be sold as follows: the family home, three (3) acre parcel, and 
two sand cars (or rails) with the trailer. The first proceeds • 
shall'be used to pay down marital debt in the following order: 
a. First liens or mortgages on the real estate; 
b. Any remaining debt to the Bank of Utah; 
c. The Internal Revenue Service; and thereafter, 
d. all the other referenced marital debt. 
All monies are to be received by and paid out by the 
Respondent with full written accounting to be provided 
w^ irb4rfrg monthly to the Petitioner. Provided the foregoing sales 
of assets do not pay all the marital debt, the boat and motor 
Dayton v. Dayton 
home must be sold as needed to pay such debt. In the event 
there is money remaining after the sale of these assets, it 
shall be awarded to the Respondent. Further, if the above 
assets do not need to be sold, they are awarded to the 
Respondent also. 
However, the total debt must be paid and it is the 
Respondent's responsibility to pay that debt. The Court notes 
that although the parties have both said a tractor worth 
approximately $8,000.00 was "given" to the children, if there 
are inadequate total assets to pay the debts, the tractor must 
be considered marital asset. 
The children have no authorization to control or dispose of 
that property, as either or both parties cannot dispose it of 
until'the divorce is final under restrictions imposed by the 
Court. On the other hand, the parties both state they want the 
children to have that property, and if not needed to pay debts, 
it shall then vest in the children. 
17. The home shall be sold under the direction of the 
Respondent. He may require the Petitioner to move from the 
premises if he deems it necessary in order to fix or upgrade the 
home to sale. The Respondent shall be allowed the unencumbered 
right to enter the premises for the purpose of upgrading and 
improving the home. If the Respondent determines it necessary 
for Petitioner to move, in order to upgrade or sell the home, he 
Dayton v. Dayton 
must give her at least thirty (30) days written notice to move 
out. Respondent may deduct from the equity upon sale of the 
home, all the costs of upgrading and any payments on mortgages 
to protect the equity in the home. 
18. FINDING ON THE PETITIONER'S CH.13 BANKRUPTCY: The 
Petitioner shall withdraw her bankruptcy if requested and needed 
by the Respondent to sell the home, as she indicated at trial 
that would be done in the near future anyway. The Petitioner 
filed bankruptcy to protect the real property and keep creditors 
off her back. The Petitioner shall assist in the sale of assets 
as directed by the Respondent in writing and shall also do 
nothing to impede the carrying out of this Courts order. 
19. OTHER AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES: The parties may 
reach other agreements in writing about property disposition, 
but under any agreement, the marital debts must be paid from the 
sale of marital property or from other monies the parties agree 
upon, so long as debts are fully paid. 
20. AWARD OF ALIMONY TO PETITIONER: Petitioner shall be 
awarded alimony in the amount of one thousand two hundred 
dollars ($1,200.00) per month for a term equal to that of the 
marriage or until such time as Petitioner enters into co-
habitation with another adult person or re-marries. 
21. ATTORNEY FEES & COURT COSTS: That each party will be 
responsible for their own attorney's feeS and Court costs. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
As Conclusions of Law from the foregoing facts, the Court 
awards judgment as follows: 
1. Venue and Jurisdiction are proper in this Court. 
2. Petitioner and Respondent are husband and wife, having 
been married in Los Angeles, California, on June 5, 1982. 
3. That two (2) children have been born as issue of this 
marriage, to-wit: Ryan Dewane Dayton, age 17 and Shane Lee Dayton, 
age 14. 
4. The Court has determined that it is in the best 
interests of the children that the Petitioner be awarded legal, 
physical care and custody of the two minor children, Ryan Dewane 
Dayton and Shane Lee Dayton. 
5. That Respondent shall be awarded standard visitation 
pursuant to the .U.C.A. §§ 30-3-33 and 30-3-35 as attached herein 
and made a part hereof. 
6. That Respondent shall pay child support on a monthly 
basis in the amount of $487.08 per child pursuant to U.C.A. § 78-
45-7.14 et. seq. based on the Petitioner's monthly gross income of 
$1,316.00 and Respondent's gross estimated income of $5,835.00. 
Such child support shall be reduced according to U.C.A. § 78-45-
7.10 when any such child turns eighteen (18) years of age or 
graduates from high school, whichever occurs later. Such child 
support shall be reduced according to U.C.A. § 78-45-7.11 by fifty 
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percent (50%) for time periods of extended visitation per child 
for twenty-five (25) of any thirty (30) consecutive days. Should 
the Respondent become delinquent in the payments of child support 
for thirty (30) consecutive days there shall be an order to 
withhold and deliver income in accordance with U.C.A. § 62A-11-501 
et. seq. 
7. The parties hereto shall be required to carry medical 
and dental insurance for the benefit of their minor children once 
said insurance becomes available at a reasonable price through 
their employment. The party providing said insurance shall be 
entitled to an offset against child support or shall be reimbursed 
for one half of the cost cf said insurance premium. The party 
paying out of pocket expenses on covered and uncovered services 
shall be entitled to reimbursement of one-half (1/2) of the out of 
pocket costs or an offset against child support depending on w-hich 
party is providing the insurance. 
8. There is debt on some of the business vehicles and said 
debt shall continue to be Respondent's responsibility, except as 
to the general business debt owing to the Bank cf Utah, which will 
be paid as hereafter specified. 
9. That during said marriage, the parties hereto have 
acquired real and personal property to be awarded and distributed 
as follows: A very large indebtedness was incurred during the 
time the parties were together which has been paid down, but there 
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still exists approximately $62,000 owing to the Bank of Utah which 
is secured by liens on personal property, the marital home and 
lot, have been signed by both parties as obligors on said 
indebtedness. There is substantial other marital debt set forth 
in the various exhibits submitted by both parties, including three 
loans at Bank of Utah, the Internal Revenue Service for 
approximately $20,000.00, and possibly additional amounts unknown, 
Pioneer Ready Mix, Concrete Specialty, Jacks Tire, Voice Stream 
listed by Respondent and additional amounts listed on Mr. 
Nuttall's "Liabilities" on page 2 of tab 1 of his exhibits. Since 
the divorce was filed, the Petitioner has filed a Chapter 13 
bankruptcy, which Petitioner represents will be dismissed. The 
parties agree there should be an immediate sale of the three (3) 
acres of land, appurtenant to the marital home. (See Attached 
Exhibit No. 4) 
10. The Court has been able to determine Petitioner's 
present income through documentation from her work. For child 
support purposes, her present income is $1,316.00. 
The Court concludes that Mr. Dayton can reasonably earn an 
annual income between $70,000.00-$75,000.00, though at present the 
Court finds he is earning approximately $70,000.00 per year doing 
concrete work and that this is not inconsistent with his 
historical earnings. This amounts to $5,835.00 per month for 
purposes of calculating child support. For calculating alimony, 
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the Court also considers the fairly temporary nature of child 
support, as the youngest child will attain the age of majority in 
approximately three years. 
11. The Court will require Respondent to pay all amounts 
previously ordered as support and alimony through March 1, 2001, 
and thereafter, child support shall be calculated as set forth 
above and alimony shall be set forth below. 
12. The other primary marital assets are the family home and 
land, three additional acres of property, the Mitsubishi vehicle, 
household furnishings and effects, motor home, boat, sand cars (or 
rails), and related accessories and trailers. As indicated above, 
the Court has determined that all the work equipment, work 
vehicles, trailers, and other work related property, office 
equipment and supplies, whether held in California or Utah should 
be awarded to the Respondent for use in his cement work. 
The home is in disrepair and needs work before it can be sold 
for a reasonable fair market value. There is apparently a buyer 
for the vacant land. 
16. The Court awards to the Petitioner the following: the 
household furnishings and items set forth in Mr. Nuttall's 
Schedule C, Marital Estate" of the parties, personal belongings 
and effects and the Mitsubishi automobile, plus the obligation 
to pay the debt thereon. The Respondent is awarded one big 
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screen television, the ceramic kiln, all the guns and rifles, 
camping and outdoor gear and accessories. 
The Respondent is awarded all the remaining marital 
property on Mr. Nuttall's Schedule A and B, as they are business 
related. 
13. The following property acquired during this marriage 
shall be sold as follows: the family home, three (3) acre 
parcel, and two sand cars (or rails) with the trailer. The 
first proceeds shall be used to pay down marital debt in the 
following order: 
a. First liens or mortgages on the real estate; 
b. Any remaining debt to the Bank of Utah; 
c. The Internal Revenue Service; and thereafter, 
d. All the other referenced marital debt. 
All monies are to be received by and paid out by the 
Respondent with full written accounting to be provided in 
writing monthly to the Petitioner. Provided the foregoing sales 
of assets do not pay all the marital debt, the boar and motor 
home must be sold as needed to pay such debt. In the event 
there is money remaining after the sale of these assets, it 
shall oe awarded to the Respondent. Further, if the above 
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assets do not need to be sold, they are awarded to the 
Respondent also. 
However, the total debt must be paid and it is the 
Respondent's responsibility to pay that debt. The Court notes 
that although the parties have both said a tractor worth 
approximately $8,000.00 was "given'' to the children, if there 
are inadequate total assets to pay the debts, the tractor must 
be considered marital asset. 
The children have no authorization to control or dispose of 
that property, as either or both parties cannot dispose it of 
until the divorce is final under restrictions imposed by the 
Court. On the other hand, the parties both state they want the 
children to have that property, and if not needed to pay debts, 
it shall then vest in the children. 
14. The home shall be sold under the direction of the 
Respondent. He may require the Petitioner to move from the 
premises if he deems it necessary in order to fix or upgrade the 
home to sale. The Respondent shall be allowed the unencumbered 
right to enter the premises for the purpose of upgrading and 
improving the home. If the Respondent determines it necessary 
fcr Petitioner to move, in order to upgrade or sell the home, he 
must give her at least thirty (30) days written notice to move 
out. Respondent may deduct from the equity upon sale of the 
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home, all the costs of upgrading and any payments on mortgages 
to protect the equity in the home. 
15. The Petitioner shall withdraw her bankruptcy if 
requested and needed by the Respondent to sell the home. The 
Petitioner shall assist in the sale of assets as directed by the 
Respondent in writing and shall also do nothing to impede the 
carrying out of this Courts order. 
16. The parties may reach other agreements in writing 
about property disposition, but under any agreement, the marital 
debts must be paid from the sale of marital property or from 
other monies the parties agree upon, so long as debts are fully 
paid. 
17. Petitioner is awarded alimony in the amount of one 
thousand two hundred dollars ($1,200.00) per month.for a term 
equal to that of the marriage or until such time as Petitioner 
enters into co-habitation with another adult person or re-
marries. 
IS. Each party is responsible for their own Attorney fees 
and Court costs. 
DATED and signed this ^ ~£~—day of /T C<-<==y^i 
LAW OFFICE OF RoyD\ COLE 
, 200: 
Roy D. 
Attorn for Resoondent 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Robert A. Echard 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Signed this l/p day of U^t/Iw^, 2 0 0 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ -
CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of ~he 
foregoing DECREE OF DIVORCE was hand-delivered, personally, to 
ROBERT^CHARD, At>o.rney for Petitioner, on 22 August 2001. 
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Civil No. 994901266 DA 
Exhibi t No. 1 
1 
30-3-33. Advisory guidelines. 
In addition to the parent-time schedules provided in Sections 30-3-35 and 30-3-35.5, advisory 
guidelines are suggested to govern all parent-time arrangements between parents. These advisory 
guidelines include: 
(1) parent-time schedules mutually agreed upon by both parents are preferable to a 
court-imposed solution; 
(2) the parent-time schedule shall be utilized to maximize the continuity and stability of the 
child's life; 
(3) special consideration shall be given by each parent to make the child available to attend 
family functions including funerals, weddings, family reunions, religious holidays, important 
ceremonies, and other significant events in the life of the child or in the life of either parent 
which may inadvertently conflict with the parent-time schedule; 
(4) the noncustodial parent shall pick up the child at the times specified and return the child 
at the times specified, and the child's regular school hours shall not be interrupted; 
(5) the custodial parent shall have the child ready for parent-time at the time he is to be 
picked up and shall be present at the custodial home or shall make reasonable alternate 
arrangements to receive the child at the time he is returned; 
(6) the court may make alterations in the parent-time schedule to reasonably accommodate 
the work schedule of both parents and may increase the parent-time allowed to the noncustodial 
parent but shall not diminish the standardized parent-time provided in Sections 30-3-35 and 
30-3-35.5; 
(7) the court may make alterations in the parent-time schedule to reasonably accommodate 
the distance between the parties and the expense of exercising parent-time; 
(8) neither parent-time nor child support is to be withheld due to either parent's failure to 
comply with a court-ordered parent-time schedule; 
(9) the custodial parent shall notify the noncustodial parent within 24 hours of receiving 
notice of all significant school, social, sports, and community functions in which the child is 
participating or being honored, and the noncustodial parent shall be entitled to attend and 
participate fully; 
(10) the noncustodial parent shall have access directly to all school reports including 
preschool and daycare reports and medical records and shall be notified immediately by the 
custodial parent in the event of a medical emergency; 
(11) each parent shall provide the other with his current address and telephone number within 
24 hours of any change; 
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(12) each parent shall permit and encourage liberal telephone contact during reasonable hours 
and uncensored mail privileges with the child; 
(13) parental care shall be presumed to be better care for the child than surrogate care and the 
court shall encourage the parties to cooperate in allowing the noncustodial parent, if willing and 
able, to provide child care; 
(14) each parent shall provide all surrogate care providers with the name, current address, and 
telephone number of the other parent and shall provide the noncustodial parent with the name, 
current address, and telephone number of all surrogate care providers unless the court for good 
cause orders otherwise; and 
(15) each parent shall be entitled to an equal division of major religious holidays celebrated 
by the parents, and the parent who celebrates a religious holiday that the other parent does not 
celebrate shall have the right to be together with the child on the religious holiday. 
History: C. 1953,30-3-33, enacted by L. 1993, ch. 131, § 3; 1997, ch. 80, § 1; 2001, ch. 255, § 
9. 
Amendment Notes. - The 1997 amendment, effective May 5,1997, in the introductory paragraph and 
Subsection (6) added "and Section 30-3-35.5," deleted former Subsection (3) concerning the court's 
altering of visitation schedules, and redesignated the other subsections accordingly. 
The 2001 amendment, effective April 30, 2001, substituted "parent-time" for "visitation" and made 
stylistic changes. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Day care. 
Subsection (13) does not entitle a noncustodial parent to provide day care, but only suggests that the 
trial court encourage such an arrangement, so that when the trial court finds the noncustodial parent unfit 
to provide such services it has the discretion to deny the noncustodial parent's request to provide day 
care. Childs v. Childs, 967 P.2d 942 (Utah Ct. App. 1998), cert, denied, 982 P.2d 88 (Utah 1999). 
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30-3-35. Minimum schedule for parent-time for children 5 to 18 years of age. 
(1) The parent-time schedule in this section applies to children 5 to 18 years of age. 
(2) If the parties do not agree to a parent-time schedule, the following schedule shall be 
considered the minimum parent-time to which the noncustodial parent and the child shall be 
entitled: 
(a) (i) one weekday evening to be specified by the noncustodial parent or the court from 5:30 
p.m. until 8:30 p.m.; or 
(ii) at the election of the noncustodial parent, one weekday from the time the child's school is 
regularly dismissed until 8:30 p.m., unless the court directs the application of Subsection 
(2)(a)(i); 
(b) (i) alternating weekends beginning on the first weekend after the entry of the decree from 
6 p.m. on Friday until 7 p.m. on Sunday continuing each year; or 
(ii) at the election of the noncustodial parent, from the time the child's school is regularly 
dismissed on Friday until 7 p.m. on Sunday, unless the court directs the application of Subsection 
(2)(b)(i); 
(c) holidays take precedence over the weekend parent-time, and changes shall not be made to 
the regular rotation of the alternating weekend parent-time schedule; 
(d) if a holiday falls on a regularly scheduled school day, the noncustodial parent shall be 
responsible for the child's attendance at school for that school day; 
(e) (i) if a holiday falls on a weekend or on a Friday or Monday and the total holiday period 
extends beyond that time so that the child is free from school and the parent is free from work, 
the noncustodiaJ parent shall be entitled to this lengthier holiday period; or 
(ii) at the election of the noncustodial parent, parent-time over a scheduled holiday weekend 
may begin from the time the child's school is regularly dismissed at the beginning of the holiday 
weekend until 7 p.m. on the last day of the holiday weekend-
(f) in years ending in an odd number, the noncustodial parent is entitled to the following 
holidays: 
(i) child's birthday on the day before or after the actual birthdate beginning at 3 p.m. until 9 
p.m.; at the discretion of the noncustodial parent, he may take other siblings along for the 
birthday; 
(ii) Martin Luther King, Jr. beginning 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.m. unless the 
holiday extends for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely 
entitled; 
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(iii) spring break or Easter holiday beginning at 6 p.m. on the day school lets out for the 
holiday until 7 p.m. on the Sunday before school resumes; 
(iv) Memorial Day beginning 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.m., unless the holiday 
extends for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely entitled; 
(v) July 24th beginning 6 p.m. on the day before the holiday until 11 p.m. on the holiday; 
(vi) Veteran's Day holiday beginning 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 7 p.m. on the 
holiday; and 
(vii) the first portion of the Christmas school vacation as defined in Subsection 30-3-32(3)(b) 
plus Christmas Eve and Christmas Day until 1 p.m., so long as the entire holiday is equally 
divided; 
(g) in years ending in an even number, the noncustodial parent is entitled to the following 
holidays: 
(i) child's birthday on actual birthdate beginning at 3 p.m. until 9 p.m.; at the discretion of the 
noncustodial parent, he may take other siblings along for the birthday; 
(ii) Washington and Lincoln Day beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday until 7 p.m. on Monday 
unless the holiday extends for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is 
completely entitled; 
(iii) July 4th beginning at 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 11 p.m. on the holiday; 
(iv) Labor Day beginning at 6 p.m. on Friday until Monday at 7 p.m. unless the holiday 
extends for a lengthier period of time to which the noncustodial parent is completely entitled; 
(v) the fall school break, if applicable, commonly known as U.E. A. weekend beginning at 6 
p.m. on Wednesday until Sunday at 7 p.m. unless the holiday extends for a lengthier period of 
time to which the noncustodial parent is completely entitled; 
(vi) Columbus Day beginning at 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 7 p.m. on the holiday; 
(vii) Thanksgiving holiday beginning Wednesday at 7 p.m. until Sunday at 7 p.m; and 
(viii) the second portion of the Christmas school vacation as defined in Subsection 
30-3-32(3)(b) plus Christmas day beginning at 1 p.m. until 9 p.m., so long as the entire 
Christmas holiday is equally divided; 
(h) Father's Day shall be spent with the natural or adoptive father every year beginning at 9 
a.m. until 7 p.m. on the holiday; 
(i) Mother's Day shall be spent with the natural or adoptive mother every year beginning at 9 
a.m. until 7 p.m. on the holiday; 
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(j) extended parent-time with the noncustodial parent may be: 
(i) up to four weeks consecutive at the option of the noncustodial parent; 
(ii) two weeks shall be uninterrupted time for the noncustodial parent; and 
(iii) the remaining two weeks shall be subject to parent-time for the custodial parent 
consistent with these guidelines; 
(k) the custodial parent shall have an identical two-week period of uninterrupted time during 
the children's summer vacation from school for purposes of vacation; 
(1) if the child is enrolled in year-round school, the noncustodial parent's extended 
parent-time shall be 1/2 of the vacation time for year-round school breaks, provided the custodial 
parent has holiday and phone visits; 
(m) notification of extended parent-time or vacation weeks with the child shall be provided at 
least 30 days in advance to the other parent; and 
(n) telephone contact shall be at reasonable hours and for reasonable duration. 
(3) Any elections required to be made in accordance with this section by either parent 
concerning parent-time shall be made a part of the decree and made a part of the parent-time 
order. 
History: C. 1953, 30-3-35, enacted by L. 1993, ch. 131, § 5; 1997, ch. 80, § 3; 2000, ch. 97, § 
1; 2001, ch. 9, § 50; 2001, ch. 255, § 11. 
Amendment Notes. - The 1997 amendment effective May 5, 1997, in Subsection (1) deleted 
"school-age" before "children," substituted "5 to 18 years of age" for "ages 5-18, beginning with 
kindergarten," and made stylistic changes; deleted former Subsection (2)(g)(ii), which read: "New Year's 
Day beginning 6 p.m. the day before the holiday until 7 p.m. on the holiday," redesignating the other 
subsections of (2)(g) accordingly; and in Subsection (2)(n) added "and for reasonable duration." 
The 2000 amendment effective March 10, 2000, added Subsections (2)(a)(ii), (2)(b)(ii), (2)(e)(ii), and 
(3) and made related changes; revised the provisions regarding three-day weekends for Human Rights 
Day and President's Day in Subsections (2)(f)(ii) and (2)(g)(ii); and revised the provisions regarding spring 
break or Easter holiday in Subsection (2)(f)(iii). 
The 2001 amendment by ch. 9, effective April 30, 2001, substituted "Martin Luther King, Jr. Day" for 
"Human Rights Day" in Subsection (2)(f)(ii) and substituted "Washington and Lincoln Day" for "President's 
Day" in Subsection (2)(g)(ii). 
The 2001 amendment by ch. 255, effective April 30, 2001, substituted "parent-time" for "visitation" 
throughout the section. 
This section has been reconciled by the Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
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Cited in Udy v. Udy, 893 P.2d 1097 (Utah Ct. App. 1995). 
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1 
78-45-7.14. Base combined child support obligation table and low income table. 
The following includes the Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table and the Low 
Income Table: 
BASE COMBINED CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION TABLE 
(Both Parents) 
Monthly Combined 
Adj. Gross Income Number of Children 
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2 ,401 - 2 ,500 
2 ,501 - 2 ,600 
2 ,601 - 2 ,700 
2 ,701 - 2 ,800 
2 ,801 - 2 ,900 
2 ,901 - 3 ,000 
3 ,001 - 3 ,100 
3 ,101 - 3 ,200 
3 ,201 - 3 ,300 
3 ,301 - 3 ,400 
3 ,401 - 3 ,500 
3 ,501 - 3 ,600 
3 ,601 - 3 ,700 
3 , 7 0 1 - 3 ,800 
3 , 8 0 1 - 3 ,900 
3 , 9 0 1 - 4 ,000 
4 ,001 - 4 ,100 
4 ,101 - 4 ,200 
4 ,201 - 4 ,300 
4 ,301 - 4 ,400 
4 ,401 - 4 ,500 
4 ,501 - 4 ,600 
4 ,601 - 4 ,700 
4 ,701 - 4 ,800 
4 ,801 - 4 ,900 
4 ,901 - 5 ,000 
5 ,001 - 5 ,100 
5 , 1 0 1 - 5 ,200 
5 ,201 - 5 ,300 
5 ,301 - 5 ,400 
5 ,401 - 5 ,500 
5 ,501 - 5 ,600 
5 ,601 - 5 ,700 
5 ,701 - 5 ,800 
5 ,801 - 5 ,900 
5 ,901 - 6 ,000 
6 ,001 - 6 ,100 
6 ,101 - 6 ,200 
6 ,201 - 6 ,300 
6 ,301 - 6,4t)0 
6 ,401 - 6 ,500 
6 ,501 - 6 ,600 
6 ,601 - 6 ,700 
6 ,701 - 6 ,800 
6 ,801 - 6 ,900 
6 ,901 - 7 ,000 
7 ,001 - 7 ,100 
7 ,101 - 7 ,200 
7 ,201 - 7 ,300 
7 ,301 - 7 ,400 
7 , 4 0 1 - 7 ,500 
7 ,501 - 7 ,600 
7 ,601 - 7 ,700 
7 ,701 - 7 ,800 
7 ,801 - 7 ,900 
7 ,901 - 8 ,000 
8 ,001 - 8 ,100 
8 ,101 - 8 ,200 
8 ,201 - 8 ,300 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOW INCOME TABLE 
(Obligor Parent Only) 
Monthly Adj . 
Gross Income Number of Chi ldren 


























































































































History: C 1953, 78-45-7.14, enacted by L. 1994, ch. 118, § 15. 
Repeals and Reenactments. - Laws 1994, ch. 118, § 15 repeals former § 78-45-7.14, as last 
amended by Laws 1990, ch. 100, § 10, containing the "Base Combined Child Support Obligation Table," 
and enacts the present section, effective July 1, 1994. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
Cited in Reinhart v. Reinhart, 963 P.2d 757 (Utah Ct. App. 1998). 
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78-45-7.10. Adjustment when child becomes emancipated. 
(1) When a child becomes 18 years of age, or has graduated from high school during the 
child's normal and expected year of graduation, whichever occurs later, the base child support 
award is automatically adjusted to reflect the base combined child support obligation shown in 
the table for the remaining number of children due child support, unless otherwise provided in 
the child support order. 
(2) The award may not be reduced by a per child amount derived from the base child support 
award originally ordered. 
(3) The income used for purposes of adjusting the support shall be the income of the parties 
at the time of the entry of the original order. If income was not listed in the findings or order and 
worksheets were not submitted, the parties may submit tax returns or other verification of the 
income. 
History: C. 1953, 78-45-7.10, enacted by L. 1989, eta. 214, § 12; 1994, ch. 118, § 11; 2000, ch. 
161, § 32. 
Amendment Notes. - The 1994 amendment, effective July 1, 1994, inserted "or has graduated from 
high school during the child's normal and expected year of graduation, whichever occurs later" and 
deleted "combined" before "child support award" in Subsection (1). 
The 2000 amendment, effective May 1, 2000, substituted "adjusted" for "reduced" and deleted "lower" 
before M6ase" in Subsection (1) and added Subsection (3). 





This section requires that the automatic reduction occur in the base combined child support award, 
not in the total child support obligation of one parent. Ball v. Peterson, 912 P.2d 1006 (Utah CL App. 
1996). 
Retroactive modification. 
The 1994 amendment to this section, which added the alternative later date of reduction in child 
support obligation, should not have been applied to children who reached majority before the amendment 
took effect. Ball v. Peterson, 912 P.2d 1006 (Utah Ct. App. 1996). 
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78-45-7.11. Reduction for extended parent-time. 
(1) The child support order shall provide that the base child support award be reduced by 
50% for each child for time periods during which the child is with the noncustodial parent by 
order of the court or by written agreement of the parties for at least 25 of any 30 consecutive 
days. If the dependent child is a client of cash assistance provided under Title 35A, Chapter 3, 
Part 3, Family Employment Program, any agreement by the parties for reduction of child support 
during extended parent-time shall be approved by the administrative agency. However, normal 
parent-time and holiday visits to the custodial parent shall not be considered an interruption of 
the consecutive day requirement. 
(2) For purposes of this section the per child amount to which the abatement applies shall be 
calculated by dividing the base child support award by the number of children included in the 
award. 
(3) The reduction in this section does not apply to parents with joint physical custody 
obligations calculated in accordance with Section 78-45-7.9. 
History: C. 1953, 78-45-7.11, enacted by L. 1989, ch. 214, § 13; 1990, ch. 100, § 9; 1994, ch. 
118, § 12; 1997, ch. 174, § 69; 2000, ch. 186, § 3; 2001, ch. 255, § 33. 
Administrative Rules. - This section is implemented by, interpreted by, or cited as authority 
for the following administrative rule(s): R527-210. 
Amendment Notes. - The 1994 amendment effective July 1, 1994, in Subsection (1), substituted the 
language beginning "which the child is" for "which the order grants specific extended visitation for that 
child for at least 25 of any 30 consecutive days" at the end of the first sentence and substituted the second 
and third sentences for "Only the base child support award is affected by the 50% abatement The amount 
to be paid for work related child care costs may be suspended if the costs are not incurred during the 
extended visitation." 
The 1997 amendment, effective July 1, 1997, substituted "client of cash assistance provided under 
Title 35A, Chapter 8, Part 3, Family Employment Program" for "recipient of Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children" in the second sentence of Subsection (1). 
The 2000 amendment, effective July 1, 2000, added Subsection (3). 
The 2001 amendment effective April 30, 2001, substituted "parent-time" for "visitation" in Subsection 
(1). 
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62A-11-502. Child support orders issued or modified on or after January 1, 1994 -
Immediate income withholding. 
(1) With regard to obligees or obligors who are not receiving IV-D services, each child 
support order issued or modified on or after January 1,1994, subjects the income of an obligor to 
immediate income withholding as of the effective date of the order, regardless of whether a 
delinquency occurs unless: 
(a) the court or administrative body that entered the order finds that one of the parties has 
demonstrated good cause not to require immediate income withholding; or 
(b) a written agreement that provides an alternative arrangement is executed by the obligor 
and obligee, and reviewed and entered in the record by the court or administrative body. 
(2) For purposes of this section: 
(a) an action on or after January 1, 1994, to reduce child support arrears to judgment, without 
a corresponding establishment of or modification to a base child support amount, is not sufficient 
to trigger immediate income withholding; 
(b) "good cause" shall be based on, at a minimum: 
(i) a determination and explanation on the record by the court or administrative body that 
implementation of income withholding would not be in the best interest of the child; and 
(ii) proof of timely payment of any previously ordered support; 
(c) in determining "good cause," the court or administrative body may, in addition to any 
other requirement that it deems appropriate, consider whether the obligor has: 
(i) obtained a bond, deposited money in trust for the benefit of the dependent children, or 
otherwise made arrangements sufficient to guarantee child support payments for at least two 
months; and 
(ii) arranged to deposit all child support payments into a checking account belonging to the 
obligee, or made arrangements insuring that a reliable and independent record of the date and 
place of child support payments will be maintained. 
(3) In cases where the court or administrative body that entered the order finds a 
demonstration of good cause or enters a written agreement that immediate income withholding is 
not required, in accordance with this section, any party may subsequently pursue income 
withholding on the earliest of the following dates: 
(a) the date payment of child support becomes delinquent; 
(b) the date the obligor requests; 
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(c) the date the obligee requests if a written agreement under Subsection (l)(b) exists; or 
(d) the date the court or administrative body so modifies that order. 
(4) The court shall include in every child support order issued or modified on or after 
January 1, 1994, a provision that the income of an obligor is subject to income withholding in 
accordance with this chapter; however, if for any reason that provision is not included in the 
child support order, the obligor's income is nevertheless subject to income withholding. 
(5) (a) In any action to establish or modify a child support order after July 1,1997, the court, 
upon request by the obligee or obligor, shall commence immediate income withholding by 
ordering the clerk of the court or the requesting party to: 
(i) mail written notice to the payor at the payor's last-known address that contains the 
information required by Section 62A-11-506; and 
(ii) mail a copy of the written notice sent to the payor under Subsection (5)(a)(i) and a copy of 
the support order to the office. 
(b) If neither the obligee nor obligor requests commencement of income withholding under 
Subsection (5)(a), the court shall include in the order to establish or modify child support a 
provision that the obligor or obligee may commence income withholding by: 
(i) applying for IV-D services with the office; or 
(ii) filing an ex parte motion with a district court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to 
Section 62 A-11-504. 
(c) A payor who receives written notice under Subsection (5)(a)(i) shall comply with the 
requirements of Section 62A-11 -507. 
History: C. 1953,62A-11-502, enacted by L. 1993, ch. 261, § 9; 1995, ch. 258, § 10; 1997, ch. 
232, §57. 
Administrative Rules. - This section is implemented by, interpreted by, or cited as authority 
for the following administrative rule(s): R527-301. 
Amendment Notes. - The 1997 amendment, effective July 1, 1997, added "or obligors" after 
"obligees" in Subsection (1); added Subsection (3)(c) and made related redesignations; deleted 
Subsection (4)(b) which provided for a $7 check processing fee; and added Subsection (5). 
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Exhib i t No. 3 
Marital Estate of Douglas and Patricia Dayton 
Personal Property 
Schedule C 
B C E 
]fffAiaU_ DESCRIPTION 
3rown couch and love seat (Broke) 
Brown chairs - 2 (Broke) 
End tables - 2 
Big screen TV 
Big screen TV 
dermic Klem 
Stereo and speakers 
Silk plants and basket - 3 
VCRs-2 
rV (Bedroom) 
7ormal Dinning table, chairs and hutch 
Vlicro-wave 




Double side refrigerator - need a new motor 
3ar stools - 2 
^awn mower - Broke 
'ado table and 4 chairs 
*BQ 
Cordless phone - Antenna broke 
3rass Bed - old 
)resser - Broke 
)rcsscr with mirror 
fight stand - 2 
ion's bedroom set - Gift to son 
langin lamp in office 
i rifles 








( ^ 1 M 9 0 $2,100 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
Value by wife 
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NAD A TRADE-IN* 










Ahm/Alky Wheels J 100 
W/outPowerSeat fwAody) 
NADATRADE-IN INCLUDING OJPilUNy 
—IZAXUKES AND ADJUSTMENTS--
1 J&2SQ 
TBADE-IN VALUE INCLUDING JEATUBES * ADJUSTMENTS $ 14,200 
• ««»^rc»ijf^it« luui scant IUDJl.0tBal0udCkr(UUtl 
E x h i b i t No. 4 
Marital Estate of Douglas and Patricia Dayton 

























Internal Revenue Service 
1997 
1998 
Ted K Godfiy - Medical 
Central Credit Service 
Account Solutions Group 
Credit Bureau Services - Medical 
Peterson & Simpson - Medical 
Associated Adj Bureau - Medical 
IHC - Medical 
Nationwide Recovery 
Express Recovery Service 
Capital One Credit Card 
Associated Adj. Bureau - Medical 
Credit Protection Video 
Total Liabilities exluding the debts relating to assets 






























































































2 Douglas Dayton Construction General 
3 Douglas Dayton Construction Payroll 
4 RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE: 
5 Personal residence - 2648 South 3500 West 
6 Less mortgage on the residence 
7 Less 2nd mortgate - Bank of Utah (Shelterline) 
8 3 Acres on 2550 South 
9 Less mortgage on the property - Bank of Utah, 9402 
10 BUSINESS INTERESTS: 
11 Business furniture - Schedule A 
12 Equipment - Schedule B 
13 Less loan against the equipment - Bank of Utah - 9701 
14 OTHER ASSETS: 
15 1998 Sun Voyager Motorhome 
16 Less loan against the motorhome - FSB 
17 1993 Chap Boat with trailer 
18 Less loan against the boat - US Bank of Utah 
19 1999 Ford 350 Diesel Dual wheel truck 
20 Less loan against the truck - Zions bank 
21 1995 Mitsubishi 
22 Less loan against the Mitsubishi - FSB 
23 1995 Dodge Pickup - Son 
24 Less loan against the Dodge pickup - Son 
25 Sand car - Red D L King 135 steel 
26 Sand car - Silver aluminum Panel - 2 liter VW Turbo 
27 Sand car - Red Z180 VW two seater 
28 Sold Red sand car in April 1999 
29 Personal assets - See Schedule C 




































































































290.835 194,221 96,614 
Marital Estate of Douglas and Patricia Dayton 
A B C D E 
~ DATE OF 





















Internal Revenue Service 
1997 
1998 
Ted K Godfry - Medical 
Central Credit Service 
Account Solutions Group 
Credit Bureau Services - Medical 
Peterson & Simpson - Medical 
Associated Adj Bureau - Medical 
IHC - Medical 
Nationwide Recovery 
Express Recovery Service 
Capital One Credit Card 
Associated Adj. Bureau - Medical 
Credit Protection Video 

















































49 NET MARITAL ASSETS $255,384 $158,770 $96,614 
50 EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION (31,078) 31,078 
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2 1986 Ford f700 Boom Truck Value by wife 
3 1990 Ford Truck Flatbed with Snow Plow Value by wife 
4 Sold J 990 Ford Truck October 1999 Value by wife 
5 1986 Ford F350PK with Snow Plow Value by wife 
6 1986 Ford Backhoe Value by wife 
7 1996 rose 853 Bobcat Value by wife 
8 Sold for $1,000 plus the debt Value by wife 
9 1988 Kabota Tractor - purchased for kids Value by wife 
10 1989 Dico enclosed trailer Value by wife 
11 Sold - per deposition for $2,000 Value by wife 
12 1996 Halmark enclosed 24' trailer Value by wife 
13 1982 Ford DumptTruck with snow plow Value by wife 
14 Sold 19S2 Dump Truck - Auction - November 1999 Value by wife 
15 1984 Ford Flatbed with snow plow Value by wife 
16 Sold 1984 Ford Flatbed - November 1999 Value by wife 
17 1997 PJTR Trailer - Backhoe trailer Value by wife 
18 1997 PJTR Trailer - Iu|uipment trailer Value by wife 
19 1989 Ready Hall/IRQ Trailer - 16' Trailer Value by wife 
20 1999 Halmark Trailer 16* enclosed trailer - Purchased for Kids Value by wife 
21 1969 For Flatbed - U Haul (No Value) Value by wife 
22 1984 Southwest Trailer Value by wife 
23 Bull Wright Trailer Value by wife 
24 Whitman Riding Trowls - Model HTN 24 N Value by wife 
25 Whitman Riding Trowls - Model HTO 24N Value by wife 
26 Whitman Riding Trowls - Model unknown Value by wife 
27 Vib Plate/ R288061 Value by wife 
28 Traded for material - June or July 1999 Value by wife 
29 Concrete Pump Value by wife 
30 Sold Concrete pump in May 1999 Value by wife 
31 Bartell rider Trowl Value by wife 
32 Power Screed Value by wife 
33 Power Screed Value by wife 
34 Insolated blankets Value by wife 
35 Metal forms Value by wife 
36 Steel forms Value by wife 
37 Ply forms Value by wife 
38 I land tools Value by wife 
39 Cement mixer Value by wife 
40 Traded for material - June or July 1999 Value by wife 
41 Truss screed - 100 foot Value by wife 
42 1996 Yamaha \YF2350 1IR ATV - Purchased for Kids Value by wife 
43 1997 Yamaha \ YFM350 ATV - Purchased for Kids Value by wife 
44 1994 Yamaha \ YZ80 - Purchased for Kids Value by wire 
1 
Dayton 
C D E F 
Date of Estimated 
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RAY CITTE INC 
1677 Y* WYERDALERD 
ROY, UTAH 84067 
(801)773-4951 
VIN: JA3AM54J2SY014S12 2»«"** 








Power Sunroof $ 400 Alum/Alloy Wheels 
Leather Seats (w/body) W/out Power Seat 





TRADE-IN VALUE INCLUDING FEATURES & ADJUSTMENTS $ \ 4,200 
Al HAD Av*l» • tr. montfed w&p w m o f 
N.AD.A.0&alUiidCkr<lul* Coap«y Copyiste HADASC2000 
RAY CITTE INC 
1677 W RIVERDALE RD 
ROY, UTAH 84067 
(801)773-4951 
VM: 
1995 DODGE TRUCK 
RAM 1500 PICKUP-VB 
PKP CLUB CAB 61/2' 
N.AD.A TRADE-IN* 
Mileage (90.000} Adjustment 
Stock* 




Bed Liner $ 50 Alum/Alloy Wheels 
ST Trim (w/body) 4WDorAWD 




-FEATURES AND ADJUSTMENTS— 
TRADE-IN VALUE INCLUDINO FEATURES A ADJUSTMENTS $ 11,850 
















M-6200-DIESEL 20 ' 
M-6210 2 1 ' 
M-6210-DIESEL 2 1 ' 
M-6242 24 ' 
M-6242-DIESEL 24 ' 
M-6272 27 ' 
M-6272-HI RISE 27' 
M-6272-HI RISE-DSL 27 ' 
M-6293-HI RISE 29 ' 
CLASSIC SERIES 




























M-6311-HIRISE 3 1 ' MMH 
FRIENDSHIP SERIES 
M-8391(325HP)(*) 39 ' MH 
M-8390 325HP [* 39 ' MH 
M-8393(325HP)SlDO 39' MH 
LIMITED EDITION SERIES 






















2 1 ' 
2 1 ' 
2 1 ' 




































M-6312-HIRISE 3 1 ' MMH 
M-6311-HIRISE 3 1 ' MMH 
PALM BREEZE SERIES 
M-8290-FORD 29'/2' MH 
M-8290-VRTC 29'// MH 
M-8314-F0RD 31 ' MH 
M-8314-VRTC 3 1 ' MH 
SCENIC CRUISER SERIES 
M-8360-WFD(275HP) 37W MH 
M-8361(275HP) SLIDE 37'/?' MH 
M-8380-WFD(325HP) 39 ' MH 
M-8381(325HP) SLIDE 39 ' MH 
SUN VOYAGER SERIES 
M-83J4-MXG 31 ' MH 
M-8293-SYDI210HP) 31 ' MH 
M-8293-SYD 275HP 31 ' MH 
M-8313-SYD210HP 33 ' MH 




























































































































































































































































































































































































MH-174 DEDUCT FOR REPAIRS 






































































2 1 ' 
2 1 ' 





































































































































































































































































































































































3 1 ' 
3 1 ' 
3 1 ' 














































































































Single Family Residence at 
2648 South 3500 West 
Oqden.Utah 84401 
AS OF: 




Miller Appraisal Group 
Douglas G. Miller 
2609 N MAIN STREET 
SUNSET. UT 84015 
Description UNIFORM RESIDENTIAL APPRAISAL REPORT File No. DGM2Q072 
Zip_Codo .84401 _ 
JA/eber 
ertyAddrr-ss 2648 South 3500 West City Opden Sjate Utah, 
,
.'.??.scriP,ion Please .reference. Assessor's parcel It 15.-092 -JJ024 ( Metes &. Bounds) bounty 
?ssor'sParcel Mo. 1 5 ^ 0 9 2 - 0 0 2 4 . . . Tax Year 1 9 9 9 _ . . M : J.???s$. _ J , 1 4 6 , 4 0 _ Special Assessments ^ J J n k n o w n 
?_wer S e t t l e m e n t A p p r a i s a l Current Owner D o u g l a s & Patr ic ia D a v t o n Occupant | X [Owner [ [Tenant 1 [vacant 
eity rights npptabed | X [Fee Simple | [Leasehold Project Type PUD 1 Condominium ( I IUD/VA only) HOA$ N/A /Mo. 
hborhood or Project Name K a n e s v i l l e - W e s t W e b e r . A r e a M ^ P ^ ^ f ? 0 0 . ? 1 .5-092 Census Jract__ 
J?_i!_?.A. S e t t l e m e n t Date of Sale N/A Description and $ amount of loan chajges/concessionsjo be paid byjeller_ 
!e„_?Jie_nt_ Douglas Dayton A c i d i e s s 
•alser Douglas G. Miller 
.2105-05 
N/A. 
Address 2609 N MAIN STREET SUNSET. UT 84015 
lion [ 
up [ 
Ah rato [ 
eity values | | 
and/supply [ 
;eting time | 
Urban 









Suburban | _ j Rural 
25-75% [ _ J Under 2 5 % 
Stable L . J Slow 
Stable ( [Declining 
In balance ( j rv-r supply 






Vacant (over 5%) 
Single family housing 
PRICE AGE 
J(000) (yn) 
100 Low New 
. 400.._High__12.5_ 
__.J p.reclom[nant I J. 
150-250 I" 5-30 
Present land use % 
One family 4 0 _ 
2-4 family 
Multi-family _ _ 
Commercial 10 
lAgricul 50 
Land use change 
Q Not likely [X_] Likely 
[ | In process 
To:
 R.e.sidentj.a} 
.>: race and the racial composit ion of the neighborhood are not appraisal factors. 
hborhood boundaries and characteristics: West Weber CourUy neighborhoods, yenerally within j40_bjpcks of th_e_subject1._are.deemed.to 
/Khinjhe subjects^qeographic neighborhood, as custpnyn.this ar_ej. 
ors that affect the marketability of the properties in the neighborhood (proximity to employment and amenities, employment stability, appeal to market, etc.): 
S U B J E C T N E I G I I D O R H O O D P R O V I D E S A MIX O F S I N G L E FAM!LY_RESI.DENCES, W I T H A G R I C U L T U R A L E N T E R P R I S E S , S M A L L R E N T A L S A N D THE] 
P O R T I N G C O M M E R C I A L E N T E R P R I S E S FOR R E S I D E N T I A L E M P L O Y M E N T C E N T E R S ARE_WITH IN 2-5 MILES O F T H E S U B J E C T AREA. A N D T H E 
y j A S A N A V E R A G E APPEAL_TO T H E P R E S E N T M A R K E T . . M O S T , Q F l U E N E I G H B O R l N G P R O P E R T I E S ARE SIMILAR IN A G E . S I Z E , S T Y L E A N D 
D I T I O N . T H E R E W E R E N O A D V E R S E F A C T O R S P R E S E N T AT T H E T I M E O F I N S P E C T I O N . 
<et conditions in the subject neighborhood (including support for the above conclusions related to the trend of property values, demand/supply, and marketing time 
uch as data on competitive properties for sale in the neighborhood, description of the prevalence of sales and financing concessions, etc.): 
. . P R E S E N T M A R K E T IS C U R R E N T L Y IN BALANCE T H R O U G H O U T THE G R E A T E R O G D E N . L A Y T O N A N D SALT LAKE A R E A S . T H E R E MAY BE 
IE S L I G H T M A R K E T I N C R E A S E S IN S O M E AREAS. H O W E V E R T H E O V E R A L L M A R K E T IS IN B A L A N C E . I N T E R E S T RATES R A N G E F R O M 8 % 
LP% (PAR) W I . T H . S O M E , T H O U G H F E W SELLERS A R E N O W P A Y I N G D I S C O U N T S P O I N T S . T H E LOCAL E M P L O Y M E N T M A R K E T IS I N C R E A S I N G 
. L O O K S J O J S T A Y S T R O N G . F O R T H E F O R E S E E A B L E F U T U R E . REAL E S T A T E ACTIV ITY IS A N T I C I P A T E D T O R E M A I N S T R O N G F O R T H E 
E S E E A B L E F U T U R E AS W E L L 
|ect Informat ion for PUDs (If applicable) -- Is the developer/builder in control of the Home Owner's Association (HOA)? | J Yes 
roximate total number of units in the subject project J_)/A Approximate total number of units for sale in the subject project N / A _ 
cribe common elements and recreational facilities: N /A 
I [Yes | X . J N O 
lensions Not legib le jan. plat 
?rea _ P e r C0U.nty.JL88 A c r e Corner Lot 
c fie zoning classification and description A-1 / res ident ia l /agr icu l tura l 
ing compliance I X J Legal [__ |legal nonconforming (Grandfathered use) | [illegal [ |No Zoning 







x j _ 
xl 
_ S e p J i c _ S y s t e j T i _ _ 
Off-site Improvements Type 
Street _VsphaJJL 
Curb/gutter M Q N E 
Sidewalk N O N E _ _ 





















A d e q u a t e . 
Asp_balt__ 
Typical/ Utility 
FEMA Special Flood Hazard Area [__ |Yes [ X [ N Q 
FEMA Zone C Map Date 1 - 1 8 - 8 9 
FEMA Map No. 490187 
nments (apparent adverse easements, encroachments, special assessments, slide areas, illegal or legal nonconforming zoning use, etc.): N O A P P A R E N T 
/ E R S E E A S E M E N T S J D R E N C R O A C H M E N T S W E R E O B S E R V E D AT T H E T I M E O F I N S P E C T I O N . T H E APPRAISER HAS N O T R E V I E W E D T ITLE 
S U M E N T S T O T H E S U B J E C T P R O P E R T Y . 
NERAL D E S C R I P T I O N 






eclive Age (Yrs.) 





2 2 Y r s _ 
10-15 
EXTERIOR DESCRIPT ION 
Foundation C o n c r e t e _ 
Erterior Walls _Brk/Rk/AI_um 
Roof Surface _A_SPi__tS.hnpiL 
Gutters & Dwnspts. . S o m e 
Window Type _Alum/s l ider__ 
Storm/Screens S c r e e n s 
Manufactured House N o 
F O U N D A T I O N 
Slab N o 
Crawl Space Yes_ 
Basement N o 
Sump Pump N o 
Dampness Unknown 
Settlement N o J ^ p t e d 
Infestation N o n e O b s r v d 
B A S E M E N T 




















_ A r e a _ 










lished area above grade contains: Rooms; Bedroom(s); JLZL Bath(s); 2.740 Square Feet of Gross Living Area 
Materials/Condition 
._Cpt/ynl-Dated-worn_ 




im/Finish ___ _Be[ow Average 
>ih Floor .Vinyl/Curling 
tii Wainscot C_eramic_Jile 
»ofs Holjow.core 






























Fence ChnLnk & Wir 
Pool None 
CAR S T O R A G E 
None \ | 
Garage 2 # - f c a r s 




Driveway 8 + c a r P a d 
iditionai features (special energy efficient items, etc): Long circular asphal t d r iveway /park ing p a d . 9 .3 ' x 2 1 . 7 ' a t t a c h e d shed at rear , pat io. 
y j? /gd_porcj i , 2,_firepja_ces & 1 w o o d stove f i replace, smal l outbui ldings. 
mdition of the improvements, depreciation (Dhvsical. functional, and external), repairs needed, quality of construction, remodeling/additions, etc.: T h e fo l lowing 
an Section UlNirUKIVl KLSlUfcN 1 IAL AKrKAIOML tXtlKUK I F i | e N o , DGM20Q72 
MATED SHE VALUE 
rfATED REPRODUCTION COSf-HEW-OF IMPROVEMENTS 
l»rg 2.MO Sq. Ft. @ $ 58.00 __= 5 
srnL... None Sq Ft @$
 : Q. = 
Lump sum. additional Features = 
je/Carport 7G4 .Sq Ft. @ $ 1 7.00 = 
Estimated Cost Now = $ 
Physical 25 Functional 
•ciation 44,/27_ | _ 
•dated Vnluo of Improvements 
;" Value of Site Improvements 







_50,000| Comments on Cost Approach (such as, source of cost estimate, 
site value, square foot calculation and for HUD. VA and FmHA, the 
estimated remaining economic lifo of the property):The sub jec t has 
an estimated remaining economic life of 60 Years^J.ot 
values were extracted from the market at typical jot_sales,__ 
;C^st_data_jj;om_lpcalj^pntractprs.jsjepqrjed to the. 
|appraiser or Marshall & Swift Handbook. Depreciation 
abstracted from the market. Depreciation increased by_ 
44.72.7 10% for value effect of deferred maintenance ,.gn_subject. 
J.34,181 
_5.000| 
109.10 if Est Rem Econ Life: 
JJEM J 
2648 South 
nity to Subject 
Price 









in and Appeal 






ment & Finished 
is Below Grade 
tbnaj Utility _ 
ng/Cooling 
?y Efficient Items 
jeVCarport 
i, Patio, Deck. 
[ace(s),_etc. 



























2450 W. Pioneer Rd 
.Ogden (SlateryiJl.e_Area) 
3 Miles North 
^ _ 216.000 
.72,00 IZ] :•:•:.:.;.; ,,.;;;;: 
M L S # 83453 
Exteriorjnspec.tion 



















_Tota[_ Bdrms _Bajhs 
--9..J4 I 2.50 
















COMPARABLE NO. 2 


































COMPARABLE NO. 3 

















































- $ JLZZ5_ 
;ted Sales Price 
>mjjarable J6J5.5Q.0_. 158.475 201.775 
ments on Sales Comparison (including the subject property's compatibility to the neighborhood, etc.): Market effect on value of the deferred 
ntenance is greater than the actual cost to cure and is Estimated at $15.000 for adjustment purposes against the comparables. which had no 
ed deferred_ma.intenan.ee such as the subject. Room count adjustments made for bedroom and bath count differences only. 4 comparables 
? _V s ed i n p r d er_t o____fectiyely bracket key issues in the s u bj ect_p rp perty. No adi ustment necessary for style differences ra t.h er_c ompensated for 
b-'L S_q Ft _a nd_R o o rnjcou n tad j us t ments.In the opinion of this a ppraiser the com parable sales presented best represent the subjects value. 
npa.rj.bles. .supp_or__a_subject Ji9\u±j^%^ J^t0O!^^ ,^\ghie^a\ieT9g^ 
ITEM 
, Price and Data 
ce. for prior sales 
n year c4 appraisal 
SUBJECT 
NO PRIOR 
SALES IN LAST 
12„_MO_NTHSUU 
COMPARABLE NO. 1 
NO SALES IN 12 MONTHS 
PER MLS. 
COMPARABLE NO. 2 
NO SALES IN 12 MONTHS 
PER MLS. 
COMPARABLE NO. 3 
NO SALES IN 12 MONTHS 
PER MLS. 
sis of any current agreement of sale, option, or listing of the subject property and analysis of any prior sales of subject and comparables within one year of the date of appraisal 
LISTING. OR PENDING SALES, OR OPTIONS AS PER A SEARCH OF THE LOCAL MLS SYSTEM AND BY THE OWNERS STATEMENT. 
CATED VALUE BY SALES COMPARISON APPROACH 
GATED VALUE BY INCOME APPROACH (If Applicable) Estimated Market Rent $ N/A /Mo.x Gross Rent Multiplier N/A 
$ 115j)0d 
N/fl 
appraisal is made [ .XJ"a s ' s " I (subject to the repairs, alterations, inspections or conditions listed below | |subject to completion per plans and specifications 
iitions of Appraisal: The subject is appraised "As-ls" condition with adjustments for noted condition differences. This is a summary 
praisal report as defined by_USPA_Fs. 
I Reconciliation: MARKET APPROACH ISJHE BEST APPROACH TO VALUE AND IS SUPPORTED BY AND RECONCILED WITH 
E COST APPROACH. INCOME APPROACH NOT USED FOR LACK OF RELEVANT DATA. 
purpose of Ihls appraisal is to estimate the market value of the real property that is subject to this report, based on the above conditions and the certification, contingent 
limiting conditions, and market value definition that are stated in the attached Freddie Mac Form 439/Fannie Mae Form 1004B (Revised 6/93 )• 
E) ESTIMATE^HETvlARKET VALUE, AS DEFINED, OF THE REAL PROPERTY THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THIS REPORT, AS OF Apjrjl_5.._20.00 
ICH IS^JKE DATE OF INSPECTION AND THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS REPORT) TO BE $ 175.000 
C / V I rVAA V^V_/IVII n i x n u / N . ^ — 
oj/ jwjr Sett lement Appraisal 
rJ?R?i,y. A d d r ?3s _ 2648_Sou.th.3500West __ 
Ity Qgden . County W e b e r ' 
snder/Cllcnj Douqlas_Davton Address 
State Utah Zip Code644Q j 
•"recent snles of properties are most similar and proximate to subject and have been considered in the maiket analysis The description includes a dollar adjustment, reflecting 
?t reaction to those items of significant variation between the sub|eol and comparand properties If a significant item In the comparable property is superior to, or more favorable 
the subject pmpeity. a minus (•) adjustment is made, thus reducing the indicated value of subject, if a significant item in the comparable Is inferior to, or less favorable than, the 
ct property, a plus (<) adjustment is made, thus increasing the indicated value of the subject 
ITEM SUBJECT 













gn and Appea[ 





is j jy ing Area 
srnent & Finished 
m s
 j?£lo w G [??!?._ 
ctional Utility 
ting/Coojjng _ 
rgy Efficient Items 
age/Carport 
:h, Patio, Deck, 
place(s), etc. 
ce, Pool, etc. 
Adj. (total) 
.Settlement.. 























COMPARABLE NO. 4 




$ 105,26 ( Z 
MLS #61746 
_ExteriorJnspection_ 


































COMPARABLE NO. 5 
DESCRIPTION 
S j .F t . 
<(-)$ Adjustment! 









jsted Sales Price 
Comparable 171.350 
nments on Comparables: 4 comparables used to effectively bracket key issues in the subject property including size, age, land size. 
ITEM 
te, Price and Data 
urce, for prior sales 
thin year of appraisal 
SUBJECT 
NO PRIOR 
SALES IN LAST 
12 MONTHS 
COMPARABLE NO. 4 
NO SALES IN 12 MONTHS 
PER MLS. 
COMPARABLE NO. 5 COMPARABLE flO. 6 
t Settlement Appraisal 
Address 2648 South 3500 West 
iden County Weber 
:iient Douqlas Dayton Address 





2648 South 3500 West 
Oqden 
Appraisal Date April 5, 2000 























2 car Grq 




•er Settlement Appraisal 
ly Address 2640 South 3500 West 
)qden 
/Client Douglas Dayton 
County Weber 
Address 
State Utah Zip Code84401 
COMPARABLE SALE #1 
Address 
2450 W. Pioneer Rd 
Ogden (Slalerville Area) 
Sale Date 12/99 






















2 car Grg 
3 Frplcs 
COMPARABLE SALE #2 
Address 
2810 W. 3600 So. 
West Haven 
Sale Date 1/2000 
Sale Price 142,000 


















2 car Grg 
1 Fireplace 
COMPARABLE SALE #3 
Address 
2827 So. 3000 West 
West Haven 
Sale Date 11/99 
Sale Price 200,000 
Site 2 acres 
View Agricult/Mntns. 
Design/Appeal Split Entry 













ef Settlement Appraisal 
ly Ad. jrw 2640 South 3500 West 
ipden County Weber 




COMPARABLE SALE #4 
Address 



























2 car Grg 
2 Fireplaces 





























SKETCH ADDENDUM File No. D G M 2 0 0 7 2 
?**[...Settlement Appraisal. . 
I ' ^ d d r o s s ^ .2048JSouth 3500 VVest 
.Aqden. 90U,.]ly-_W.e-ber 
ler/ciient Douulas Dayton Add.!.6:58-
























Al : 54.2 x 10.0 = 542.0 
A2 : 4 4.2 x 19.7 = 870.7 
A3 : 19.3 x 6.3 = 121.6 -
F i r s t Floor 1534.3 | 
A4 : 25 .5 x 47.3 = 1206.1 
Second Floor 1206.1 1 
Total Living Area 2740.4 
A5 : 14.0 x 10.0 - 140.0 
A6 : 24 .0 x 26.0 - 624.0 






COPY OF APPRAISER LICENSE FOR DOUGLAS G MILLER 
WRMJSU&WUBUWI&MMJ&MMJBl* DISPLAY THIS CfcM1flCATkPttdlWl\l£l\ITL 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 






THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT ,#•?*- ' 
DOUGLAS
 a r f ^ ' f f a t L E R 
2 1 2 w 3 t3 f i s 8 fWORTH' 
NORTH & 3 O 6 N ,UT ^d4toV4, 
1 , SEALED'AND7 ATTESTED 
13 A
 T S T A T « £ C E R f r ! F ^ ^ UNTIL THE EXPIRATION 
ED OR RESTRICTED 
<^d- N f>3>j \ 
Ted Boyer, Director ^ Not Slgrfed By Licensee 
a m wa.w\m tiw w vi mum M W IW w S 
APPRAISER RESUME 
, PERSONAL DATA 
N A M E or ArrnAisEn M i l l e r , Douqlas Q, 
«.Mt, rir«t, MMHI-I 
FIRM N A M E A d a A r ^ ^ i l . l e ^ A p p r a l s a J L B 
BUSINESS AUunESS 2609 No. M a i n , S u n s e t , _ U t 84015 
PHONE ( 8 0 1 ) 7 7 3 - 1 7 7 7 SOC. SEC. NO. 5 2 9 - 6 6 - 7 7 8 5 
, 
PROFEP 
S t a t e 
e x p i r 
FHA R 
U t a h 
 ONAL DESIGNATIONS) iinciud. y-w ««>i«i| 
l e r t i f i e d R e s i d e n t i a l Appraiser 
i o n d a t e - 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 9 Adair- Mil le : 
i t e r ttUT44228 
pEMBERSHiEi 
List memberships in professional and tochnical organizations related to your current employme activities, and offlce(s) held. 
Greater Ogden Area A s s o c i a t i o n of R e a l t o r s Member, Broker As? >ciate/MLS System 
EDUCATION 
FORMAL EDUCATION 
NAME OF INSTITUTION 
C l e a r f i e l d High S c h o o l , C l e a r f i e l d , Utah 
S_teyeng Henager B u s i n e s s C o l l e g e , Qgd,UT 





TYPE OF DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE 
Gradk .te 
Asso* a t e Degree 
JSppj g i o r e / b u s i n e s s s t u d i e s . 
PROFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL (ArFRAISAL) COURSES SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED 
COURSE TITLE 
Real E s t a t e A p p r a i s a l 101 
Uniform Standards o f A p p r a i s a l P r a c t i c e 
Real E s t a t e A p p r a i s a l 102 
Real E s t a t e A p p r a i s a l 103 
R e s i d e n t i a l A p p r a i s a l Review 





1 1 - 1 2 / 9 3 
9 /95 












s a l I n s t i t u t e - S L C 
APPRAISAL CONFERENCES. SEMINARS. AND CLINICS ATTE 
ACTIVITY 
R e s i d e n t i a l Cost & t h e URAR-course 210 
R e s i d e n t i a l Condominium- c o u r s e 202 
Small R e s i d e n t i a l Income Prop-course 203 
FHA/HUD a p p r a i s e r t r a i n i n g 
P r i n c i p l e s 6 Technq's o f Apprsl Review 


















D o f f i c e s , SLCUt 
s c . R e a l E s t a t e Apprsrs . 
/E^LOVlVlENT.HlStOfty 
. M', 
Beginning w i th present employment, list chronologically all employment related to appraising fr 'he past five years. 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER 
Undent* M SHf-mploy-d) 
Gerry Ada ir & Assoc 
A d a i r - M i l l e r A p p r a i s a l s 
C-21 Golden Spike R e a l t y 
Utah F e d e r a l S a v i n g s Bank 
Doug M i l l e r Appra iBals 
i iR i^ i i l l ^ i -WR^^^^^ i^^ i f f l iP 
BUSINESS TITLE 
Appra i ser 
Appra i ser 
R e a l t o r 
OREO d e o t 
Appra i ser 
W$MW$M1$MM0M$ 
PRINCIPAL 
A p p r a i s a l 
A p p r a i s a l 
S a l e s 

















in Dec ! 
10% 
40% 
Give approximate number and total dollar amount of each different type of appraisal report pref ed for cl ients, governmental agencies, or 
lenders in the past five years. 
TYPE EXISTING PROPOSED 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION TYPE 
EXISTING PROPOSED 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUC1IC 
S'i«g> family D*ttii«:f«^ H Dwellings 
Condominium* 
ri«fm«d Unit D-v*lof»m*»it* 
Dwelling* (2 to 4 living unltw) 


































Land (MnWied lots, r«* 
Other 
7 5 + 
Give numbers of appraisal reports prepared in the past two years for the fo l lowing: 
1 INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS 
1500+ 
2. GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES 
Local only-10 
Briefly describe review appraising experience. 
Instructional Classes only-see education. Additional Education 
continuing education requirements. 
3. PRIVATE MORTGAGE INSURERS 
8 0 + 
»./98- USPAP's a s p a r t o f 
.GARRET AND COST DATA-SOUR ES;; Iffi, W';' -^ISffj%Q,|-] 
Sfnt* nnurrn*, !yp««> and nvnilnblllty of dnln and how mflintnlnnd 
H7.S SERVICES - WASATCH FRONT REGIONAL MLS 
Exporlan' (TRW) - for R«cond source and data research. 
Do you w o loonl MLS dntn? YES 
a lx I I i iN i i fR l l l r a i l l l 
TT «»ummnrf7o your Pxpf»ri>no«\ ffnf clients ntuf mnpfoynrn (inorfjinqn fnndorR, prfvato mortgage* surnrfl, sooondnry mortgngo puroiiasnrfl, and 
yovi»mm«nlnl ngnnolns) which hnvn noooptpd your nppralsnl rppnrts nnd may hn contnotnd. I n«u* mnko cortnin your r«for«nn« Inforinntlon, 
|*fMr*«»«t«n, tnlnphnnn numhorn, * tc.) Is ciirronf. Give priority to clients for which you nt rnised rosidentlnl proporty for iho purposo of 
conventional morfgnpn fln/incing. 
NAME OP riUM 
C e n t e n n i a l _ B a i i k 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
D i a m i e o r _ D o u g 
STREET ADDRESS 4 6 0 5 H a r r i s o n B l v d . , Ogden , U t a h 
8 4 4 0 3 
NAME OP FTRM 
NORWEST_FI^^C3^_SERyjECE_S_ 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
B r a d y 
STREET AOORESS 7 1 1 NO. MAIN 
LAYTON, UTAH 8 4 0 4 1 
NAME OP PIRM 
J ¥ Q R W ^ S T _ F I N / W C I ^ 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
V i c k i 
STREET ADDRESS 3 9 6 5 
OGDEN, UTAH 8 4 4 0 3 
S . WASHINGTON BLVD. 
NAME OF PIRM 
JP ine__Cr e s t__Mor t gage_ 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
_Gran t_Holn\e s 
STREET ADDRESS O g d e n , U t a h 
NAME OP PIRM 
^acto_Ho. rbgage 
TERSOM TO CONTACT 
JLajiJi_^ti3ckdale 
STREET ADDRESS 5 0 S o . M a i n 
B r i g h a m C i t y , U t a h 8 4 3 0 2 
NAME OF FIRM 
HQME_M0RTaA0E 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
JCACHE 
STREET ADDRESS 5 3 3 E . 
OGDEN, UTAH 8 4 4 0 1 
26TH ST. #200 
TYPE OP BUSINESS 
L e n d e r 
T I T L E 
_ L pa n_ O f f i e e r 
TYPE OP PROPER! 
SFR & 2 - 4 Fa-
WITH THIS LET 
AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE N( 
JJLQ1.J475JL562_6 
APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
l y PROPERTIES. BEGAN EARLY 
'ER. 
1995 




AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE N( 
J J i 0 i L 5 4 * J J _ 6 6 
TYPE OF PROPER! 
SINGLE FAMIL 
APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
RESIDENCES 




AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE Ni 
(801)394-4593 
TYPE OP PROPER! 
SINGLE FAMIL" 
APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
RESIDENCES 
TYPE OP BUSINESS 
LENDER 
AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE N< 
( 8 0 1 ) 7 3 1 - 4 7 6 9 
TITLE 
LOAN OFFICER 
TYPE OF PROPER! ' APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
S I N G L E FAMIL^ R E S I D E N C E S 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
B r o k e r / L e n d e r 
TITLE 
_Manage_r_ 
AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE Nt 
(801)723-1919 
TYPE OF PROPER! APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
SINGLE FAMIL? RESIDENCES 




AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE Nt 
( 8 0 1 ) 3 9 4 - 2 0 6 0 
TYPE OP PROPERT 
LENDER 
APPRAISED, DATE ft VALUATION 
(ATTACH ANY LETTERS OF REFERENCE OR OTHER PERTINENT EXHIBITS WHICH \ \Y FACILITATE APPOINTMENT) 
* 'T -A J"** " '", 
V MISCELLANEOUS 
SfntQ rnnl nstnto nx contractor's HcfMisos currently hold. 
ASSOCIATE BROKER/REAL ESTATE 
Addit ion*! , pnrt lnmtt In formnl ion. 
ACTIVE IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY SINCE 1972-FULL TIME TILL M* 1993. PRESENT FOCUS. 
FULL TIME APPRAISAL SINCE 12/93. 
APPRAISER'S STAtEMENT 
DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and 
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each acting prudently, knowiedgeably and 
assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a 
specified dale and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby: (1) buyer and seller are typically 
motivated, {?.) both parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in what he considers his own best interest; 
(3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars 
or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (5) the price represents the normal consideration for the 
property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions* granted by anyone associated with the sale. 
'Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing or sales concessions. No adjustments 
are necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of tradition or law in a market; these costs 
are readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales transactions. Special or creative financing 
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to financing terms offered by a third party 
institutional lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any adjustment should not be calculated 
on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the dollar amount of any adjustment should 
approximate the market's reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser's judgment. 
STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS AND APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION 
CONTINGENT AND LIMITING CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification that appears in the appraisal report is 
subject to the following conditions: 
1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect either the property being appraised or 
the title to it. The appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and, therefore, will not render any opinions 
about the title. The property is appraised on the basis of it being under responsible ownership. 
2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in the appraisal report to show approximate dimensions of the improvements 
and the sketch is included only to assist the reader of the report in visualizing the property and understanding the 
appraiser's determination of its size. 
3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(or other data sources) and has noted in the appraisal report whether the subject site is located in an identified Special 
Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no guarantees, express or implied, regarding 
this determination. 
4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made an appraisal of the property in question, 
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand. 
5. The appraiser has estimated the value of the land in the cost approach at its highest.and best use and the improvements 
at their contributory value. These separate valuations of the land and improvements must not be used in conjunction with 
any other appraisal and are invalid if they are so used. 
6. The appraiser has noted in the appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, needed repairs, depreciation, the presence 
of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the subject property or that he or she became 
aware of during the normal research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless otherwise stated in the appraisal report, 
the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the property or adverse environmental conditions 
(including the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) that would make the property more or less valuable, 
and has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or warranties, express or implied, regarding 
the condition of the property. The appraiser will not be responsible for any such conditions that do exist or for any 
engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist. Because the appraiser is not an expert 
in the field of environmental hazards, the appraisal report must not be considered as an environmental assessment of 
the property. 
7. The appraiser obtained the information, estimates, and opinions that were expressed in the appraisal report from sources 
that he or she considers to be reliable and believes them to be true and correct. The appraiser does not assume responsibility 
for the accuracy of such items that were furnished by other parties. 
8. The appraiser will not disclose the contents of the appraisal report except as provided for in the Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice. 
9. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for an appraisal that is subject to satisfactory 
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that completion of the improvements will be performed in a 
workmanlike manner. 
10. The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender/client specified in the appraisal report 
can distribute the appraisal report (including conclusions about the property value, the appraiser's identity and professional 
designations, and references to any professional appraisal organizations or the firm with which the appraiser is associated) 
to anyone other than the borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assigns; the mortgage insurer; consultants; 
professional appraisal organizations; any state or federally approved financial institution; or any department, agency, 
or instrumentality of the United States or any state or the District of Columbia; except that the lender/client may distribute 
APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that: 
1. I have researched the subject market area and have selected a minimum of three recent sales of properties most similar 
and proximate to the subject property for consideration in the sales comparison analysis and have made a dollar adjustment 
when appropriate to reflect the market reaction to those items of significant variation. If a significant item in a comparable 
property is superior to, or more favorable than, the subject property, I have made a negative adjustment to reduce the 
adjusted sales price of the comparable and, if a significant item in a comparable property is inferior to, or less favorable 
than the subject property, I have made a positive adjustment to increase the adjusted sales price of the comparable. 
2. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value in my development of the estimate of market 
value in the appraisal report. I have not knowingly withheld any significant information from the appraisal report and I 
believe, to the best of my knowledge, that all statements and information in the appraisal report are true and correct. 
3. I stated in the appraisal report only my own personal, unbiased, and professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions, 
which are subject only to the contingent and limiting conditions specified in this form. 
4. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject to this report, and I have no present or 
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transaction. I did not base, either partially or 
completely, my analysis and/or the estimate of market value in the appraisal report on the race, color, religion, sex, 
handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occupants of the subject property or of the 
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property. 
5. I have no present or contemplated future interest in the subject property, and neither my current or future employment 
nor my compensation for performing this appraisal is contingent on the appraised value of the property. 
6. I was not required to report a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client or any 
related party, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a specific result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event 
in order to receive my compensation and/or employment for performing the appraisal. I did not base the appraisal report 
on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the need to approve a specific mortgage loan. 
7. I performed this appraisal in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice that were 
adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Foundation and that were in place as of the 
effective date of this appraisal, with the exception of the departure provision of those Standards, which does not apply. 
I acknowledge that an estimate of a reasonable time for exposure in the open market is a condition in the definition of 
market value and the estimate I developed is consistent with the marketing time noted in the neighborhood section of this 
report, unless I have otherwise stated in the reconciliation section. 
8. I have personally inspected the interior and exterior areas of the subject property and the exterior of all properties 
listed as cornparables in the appraisal report. I further certify that I have noted any apparent or known adverse conditions 
in the subject improvements, on the subject site, or on any site within the immediate vicinity of the subject property of 
which I am aware and have made adjustments for these adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value to the 
extent that I had market evidence to support them. I have also commented about the effect of the adverse conditions on 
the marketability of the subject property. 
9. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that were set forth in the appraisal report. If I 
relied on significant professional assistance from any individual or individuals in the performance of the appraisal or the 
preparation of the appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed the specific tasks performed by them 
in the reconciliation section of this appraisal report. I certify that any individual so named is qualified to perform the tasks. 
I have not authorized anyone to make a change to any item in the report; therefore, if an unauthorized change is made to the 
appraisal report, I will take no responsibility for it. 
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: If a supervisory appraiser signed the appraisal report, he or she 
certifies and agrees that: I directly supervise the appraiser who prepared the appraisal report, have reviewed the appraisal 
report, agree with the statements and conclusions of the appraiser, agree to be bound by the appraiser's certifications 
numbered 4 through 7 above, and am taking full responsibility for the appraisal and the appraisal report. 
ADDRESS OF PROPERTY APPRAISED: 2648 South 3500 West. Qaden . Utah 64401 
A P P R A I S E R ^ ) . SUPERVISORY APPRAISER (only if required) 
Signature: Z^2^^CC4Z4Z% ^SS^S'L^1^ Signature: 
Name: rjoljglas G. Miller Name: 
Date Signed: c April 6.^2000 Date Signed: 
State Certification #: CR44228 State Certification #: 
or State License #: or State License #: 
State: i j j State: 
APPRAISAL REPORT 
OF 
Land Property at 
Approx 3415 West 2550 South 
Kanesville area, Utah 84401 
AS OF: 
April 5„ 192000 
PREPARED FOR: 
Douglas Dayton 
2648 So. 3500 West 
Oqden, Utah 84401 
PREPARED BY: 
Miller Appraisal Group 
Douglas G. Miller 
2609 N MAIN STREET 
SUNSET, UT 84015 
Map Reference 1 5 - . 0 2 6 _ 
Zip Code 8 4 4 0 1 _ 
rrower N / A . . Census Tra« 2 1 _ 0 4 _ 
>P-rty Addre^  ApproxA415_W.est.2550 South 
Y Kanesville area county _ Weber . . _ state _ __Uta_ 
jaiDescription Please Reference assessor's parcel.#15-092-0037 ___ _______ 
?PrlceJ N o t A p p l j C . _ _ Dat»»nfSalr» _ _ „ N / A .._. I nnn Term . . . . N / A . . ._ V's Pmperty Rights Appi ?d l A ) r p e I [ leasehold | |De Minimis H I P 
'uaf Rpal R'laf* f.ivr»s$ 2 5 2 . 0 4 (yr) Loan Charge* lo be paid by sHIei $ N / A Other Sales Cot ssions No__J_Oted 
>der/ciient Douglas Dayton Address 2648_So,_3_500.v est, Oj^derj j i ta l i84401 








sent Land Use _4_0_ % 1 Family 
'/(Industrial 






























[ I Over 6 Mos 
'/» Condo 5 % Commercial 
Agricultural 
I J Mot Likely 
(*) From 
•dominate Occupancy | X | Owner _ 
gle Family Price Range $ _ J 0 0 , 0 0 0 . . , to $ . _ 4 0 0 , 0 0 0 . . . Predominant Value % 1 7 5 ^ 2 5 O K 
gle Family Age N e W y s to 1 0 0 _ v f S Predominant Age 2 0 - 4 0 Y'S 
I A ) r a k i n 9 P |ace (*) 
TO ResidejUjalacreaqes 














ice to Employment 
ice to Shopping 
ice to Schools 




i from Detrimental Conditions 
I Fire Protection 





















mments including those factors, favorable or unfavorable. afTectlng marketability (e q public parks, schools, view, n ?) NO ADVERSE CONDITION WAS 
3 IED._NQTH1NG WAS OBSERVED THAT WOULD INDICATE A LOWER VA1 'E FROM THE VISUAL iNSPECTlON 
nenslons 
ning Classification 












"EI Present use 
Other (Describe) 
_20_9.4:x_62ZL 
n Other (specify) 
SepiicsJReguire 
Underground Elect. & Tel. 
= J-v01_acr_es_ s 
Present Improvement; 





Drainage Appears ade< 
Is the property located in a H> 
HTimenls (favorable or unfavorable Including any apparent adverse easements, encroachments or other adverse condi 
VICROACHMENTSWERE OBSERVEDATTHETIME OF INSPECTION. THEAPPRAISER HAS NOTS 
HE SUBJECT PROPERTY. - . 
t. or Acres | ) Corner Lot 
fXldo I I do not conform to zoning regulations 
OFF SITE IMPROVEMENTS 
Street Access | X J Public | | Private 
surface Asphalt Paving 
Maintenance | X | Public 
I I Storm Sewer 
Sidewalk 
I I Private 
Curb/Gutter 
Street Lights_ 
,T lower than some neiahborinq props. 
?a 
ate-though not specifically determined 
identified Special Flood Hazard Area? | X | No ( | Yes 
, s): NO APPARENT ADVERSE EASEMENTS OR 
' WEYED OR REVIEWED TITLE DOCUMENTS TO 
ie undersigned has recited three recent sales of properties most similar and proximate to subject and has consid d these in the market analysis The description includes 
dollar adjustment reflecting market reaction to those items of significant variation between the subject and con table properties. If a significant item In the comparable 
operty is superior to or more favorable than the subject property, a minus (-) adjustment is made thus reducinc ie indicated value of subject; if a significant item in the 
mparable is inferior to or less favorable than the subject property, a plus (•) adjustment is made thus increasing the indical value of the subject. 
SUBJECT PROPERTY 
Jdress Approx 3415 West 2550 South 
Kanesville area of Weber Cntv 
oximlty to Subject 
jles Price 
tee 
at a Source 






ales or Financing 
oncesslons 
el Adj (Total) 
ideated Value 
[Jjybject 









3475 W. No. PI 
Plain Citv 
ENQ1 




























































Private drive to land 







4ENT NEEDED. AVAILABUTY OF UTILITIES 
tAVE GREATER ACCEPTANCE IN THE 
adjusted value bracketing of #1 . 
;ommenls on Market Data: ALL SALES ARE FROM COMPETING AREAS. NO DATE OF SALE ADJUS 
-:EEARSJP_.B_EAPRIMARY CONSIDERATION. COMPARABLE SALES WITH SEWER AVAILABL 
J M K E J L J J J M X H Q S E REQUIRING SEPTIC SYSTEMS. Comparables Indicate value at $60.000 
:oi-nments and Conditions of Appraisal: APPRAISAL IS MADE IN AS-IS CONDITION. THIS IS A SUMMAI 
iLIBJECLPRQPERTY IS USED PRESENTLY AS AGRICULTURAL LAND. THE EFFECT OF ZONING 
>IA ACRES_MAKE IT AN IDEAL AND HIGH DEMAND RESIDENTIAL ACREAGE PROPERTY AND Al 
)F THE SUBJECT, 
inat Reconciliation: _MARKET APPROACH IS THE BEST APPROACH TO VALUE, INSUF! :IENT DATA FOR INCOME APPROACH 
APPRAISAL REPORT. ALTHOUGH THE 
HE AVAILABILITY OF UTILITIES AND THE SIZE 
RAISAL MUST BE TO HIGHEST AND BEST USE 

e- N/A 
[y Address Approx 3415 West 2550 South 
kanesville area 
/Uioni Douglas Dayton 
County W e b e r State U t a h Z ipCode64401 





Approx 3415 West 2550 South 





COPY OF APPRAISER LICENSE FOR DOUGLAS G MILLER 
JBUBUlKfllUBtrcftlBUBUi DISPLAY THIS dERflf=ICATkf*ROMINElMit 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT OF. COMMERCE 
* [DIVISION OF REAL ESTATE 
yWiMWttaLiRaMffi m a a n a w 
Ucense Number 
CR00044228 
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT M . j f t f " ^ * 
DOUGLAS ^ ^ i k t E R * 
Expiration Dale. 
1 2 - 3 1 - 0 1 
212 W .3til^ffiORrr"H.r:C^^ ":-v^,"v 
NORTH / & < 3 D £ M , < U T y ^ A ^ V ^ : V * '> 
V UNTIt THE EXPIRATION; 
IGI ED.QR RESTRICTED; 
.SEAI;EQ/I;ND5ATTESTED 
<tfL \ 
Ted Boyer, Director N\ " Not Valid les SlgnedBy Licensee 
jfalw «w HfiTw «u mi \m w m w igarffl 
APPRAISER RESUME 
PERSONAL DATA 
^VIE or ArrnAisFn Mil ler^^Dpuglas J3. 
" (U«t, rir«»t. MMHIH 
1M NAME A d a i r ^ M i l l e r _ A p p r a i s a l 8 
i S INE S S A UUn E S S 2j609_Ng_. Main r S.unse t ,_JJJt_B4015_ 
IONE ( 8 0 1 ) 7 7 3 1 7 7 7 SOC SEC NO 529_Z_6_6Z77 85_ _ 
PROFES ONAL DESIGNATION(S) iinckid*
 r » earnmii 
S t a t e ' e r t i f i e d R e s i d e n t i a l Appraiser 
e x p i r ;ion d a t e - 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 9 Adair- M i l l e r 
FHA R <ter #UT44228 
Utah 
MEMBERSHIPS 
it memberships in professional and technical organizations related to your current employme activities, and officers) held, 
reater Ogden Area A s s o c i a t i o n of R e a l t o r s Member, Broker As «ciate/MLS System 
EDUCATION 
n M A L EDUCATION 
NAME OF INSTITUTION 
. e a r f i e l d Hiqh Schoo l , C l e a r f i e l d , Utah 
.evens Henaqer B u s i n e s s C o l l e g e , Ogd,UT 








TYPE OF DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE 
t e 
a t e Degree 
•more/business s t u d i e s . 
OFESSIONAL & TECHNICAL lAPPRAl_SAL)_Cq_URSES SATISFACTORILY COMPLETED 
COURSE TITLE 
!*_i_ Est*te_ A p p r a i s a l 101 
liform Standards o f Apprai8aJL_Practice 10 /93 
ial^sJ^te_App_rajLsAlJL0_2 ll/_93_ 
>al E s t a t e A p p r a i s a l 103 f~ l l -12 /93 
ts i d e n t i a l A p p r a i s a l Review 













JVppr s a l _ I n s t i tu t e - SLC 
Obri* S c h o o l s - S L C / S t a t e A c c r e d i t e d 
PRAISAL CONFERENCES, SEMINARS. AND CLINICS ATTE 
ACTIVITY 
B i d e n t i a l Cost & the URAR-course 210 
>.s idential Condominium- course 202 
ta l l R e s i d e n t i a l Income Prop-course 203 
IA/HUD a p p r a i s e r t r a i n i n g 
i n c i p l e s 6 Technq's o f Apprs l Review 


















D o f f i c e s , SLCUt 
sc.Real Estate Apprsrs. 
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 
ginning w i th present employment, list chronologically all employment related to appraising f< ho past five years. 
NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER 
(Indic*l4 If SHf-employed) 
r r y Adair & Assoc 
l a i r - M i l l e r A p p r a i s a l s 
21 Golden Spike R e a l t y 
ah F e d e r a l Sav ings Bank 
rug M i l l e r A p p r a i s a l s 
BUSINESS TITLE 
Appra i ser 
Appra i ser 
R e a l t o r 
OREO dept 
Appra i ser 
PRINCIPAL 
A p p r a i s a l 
A p p r a i s a l 
S a l e s 
S a l e s 6c vi 
Appra i sa l ! 
UTIES 
u a t i o n 
DATES 
1 2 / 9 3 t o DATE 
name change 
4 / 9 3 - 1 2 / 9 3 
1 0 / 8 7 - 4 / 9 3 
1 9 8 0 - 8 1 
% OF TIME 
DEVOTED TC 
APPRAISING 
1 0 0 * 
100% 




e approximate number and total dollar amount of each different type of appraisal report pre| ed for clients, governmental agencies, or 
dors in the past five years. 
TYPE EXISTING PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION TYPE 
EXISTING PROPOSED 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION 
><• Tumllv D«t*olv?d Dwel l ings 
dominiums 
n~d Unit Deve lopment * 
filings 12 to 4 living units! 












ApaMm#nts ( 2 1 or mr 
Subdivisions 
Commrfc ia l 
Industrial 
l a n d (finished lots, ra» 
Other 
75+ 
'« numbers of appraisal reports prepared in the past two years for the fo l lowing: 
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS 
00+ 
2. GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES 
Local only-10 
•fly describe review appraising experience. 
structional Classes only-see education. Additional Education 
ntinuing education requirements. 
3. PRIVATE MORTGAGE INSURERS 
80+ 
J/98- USPAP's as part of 
MARKET AND COST DATA SOUR ES 
5tn»e nnurcei, types nnd nvnil.ihility of dntn nnd l iow maintained. 
1I,S SERVICES - WASATCH FRONT REGIONAL MLS 
Sxperian' (TRW) - for second source and data research. 
)r you uno Incnl MLS dntn? YES 
EXPERIENCE REFERENCES; 
o snmmnri /e your experience, list clients end employers (ntortgnqn lenders, privnle mort gripe surors, sooondnry mortgngo purohnsorp, nud 
overnmentnl agencies) which hnve accepted your appraisal rnport*: nnd may bn contacted, f nso mnko oorlnin your reference Inforinfltlon, 
vldressee, t«lnphone nuniliors, etc.) in current. Give priority lo clients for which you o: rnlsod residentlnl property for the purpose of 
onventional mortgage financing. 
NAME OP riRM 
C e n t e n n i a l Bank 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
D i a n n e o r Doua 
1 STREET ADDRESS 4 6 0 5 H a r r i s o n B l v d . , Ogden, 
8 4 4 0 3 
1 NAME OF TIRM 
NORWEST FINANCIAL SERVICES 
1 PERSON TO CONTACT 
B r a d y 
STREET ADDRESS 7 1 1 NO. MAIN 
LAYTONr UTAH 8 4 0 4 1 
1 NAME OF FIRM 
NORWEST FINANCIAL SERVICES 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
V i c k i 
STREET ADDRESS 3 965 S . WASHINGTON BLVD. 
OGDEN, UTAH 8 4 4 0 3 
1 NAME OF FIRM 
P i n e C r e s t M o r t a a q e 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
G r a n t H o l m e s 
STREET ADDRESS O g d e n , U t a h 
U t a h 
TITLE 
L o a n O f f i c e r 
• TYPE OF PROPER' 
SFR fie 2 - 4 Fa' 
WITH THIS LE 
TITLE 
MANAGER 
TYPE OF PROPER! 
SINGLE FAMIL 
T I T L E 
MANAGER 




1 TYPE OF PROPER! 
SINGLE FAMIL' 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
L e n d e r 
AREA CODE & TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 4 7 5 - 5 6 2 6 
APPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
l y PROPERTIES. BEGAN EARLY 1 9 9 5 
>ER. 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
LENDER 
AREA CODE & TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 5 4 4 - 9 5 6 6 
APPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
R E S I D E N C E S 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
LENDER 
AREA CODE ft TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 3 9 4 - 4 5 9 3 
APPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
R E S I D E N C E S 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
LENDER 
AREA CODE & TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 7 3 1 - 4 7 6 9 
APPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
R E S I D E N C E S 
NAME OF FIRM 
Cache.Mortgage 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
Paul_S t o c k d a l e 
STREET ADDRESS 5 0 S o . M a i n 
B r i g h a m C i t y , U t a h 8 4 3 0 2 
TYPE OF BUSINESS 
B r o k e r / L e n d e r 
TITLE 
M a n a g e r 
AREA CODE & TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 7 2 3 - 1 9 1 9 
TYPE OF PROPER! APPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
S I N G L E F A M I L ? RESIDENCES 
NAME OF FIRM 
.HOOTJMORTGAGE 
PERSON TO CONTACT 
CACHE 
STREET ADDRESS 5 3 3 E . 
OGDEN, UTAH 8 4 4 0 1 
26TH ST. #200 




TYPE OF PROPERT 
LENDER 
AREA CODE & TELEPHONE NO. 
( 8 0 1 ) 3 9 4 - 2 0 6 0 
/VPPRAISED, DATE & VALUATION 
(ATTACH ANY LETTFRS OF REFERENCE OR OUIER PERTINENT EXHIBITS WHICH I \Y FACILITATE APPOINTMENT) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
tnte renl estate or contractor 's licenses currently held. 
S S O C I A T E B R O K E R / R E A L E S T A T E 
ddit ionnl, pertinent infonnntt'on. 
CTIVE IN THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY SINCE 1972-FULL TIME TILL MJ 1993. PRESENT FOCUS: 
ULL TIME APPRAISAL SINCE 12/93. 
APPRAISERS STATEMENT, 
• :l^:&m^ 
DEFINITION OF MARKET VALUE: The most probable price which a property 
open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each 
assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is t» 
specified date and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions where1 
motivated; (2) both parties are well informed or well advised, and each acting in wh? 
(3) a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; (4) payment is m 
or in terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto; and (f)) the price repres-
property sofd unaffected by special or creative financing or safes concessions* grante' 
>hould bring in a competitive and 
icting prudently, knowledgeably and 
consummation of a sale as of a 
(1) buyer and seller are typically 
he considers his own best interest; 
e in terms of cash in U. S. dollars 
Is the normal consideration for the 
)y anyone associated with the safe. 
'Adjustments to the comparables must be made for special or creative financing c 
are necessary for those costs which are normally paid by sellers as a result of trac 
are readily identifiable since the seller pays these costs in virtually all sales trans 
adjustments can be made to the comparable property by comparisons to finan-
institutional lender that is not already involved in the property or transaction. Any 
on a mechanical dollar for dollar cost of the financing or concession but the doll 
approximate the market's reaction to the financing or concessions based on the appraiser's 
sales concessions. No adjustments 
jn or law in a market; these costs 
tions. Special or creative financing 
•g terms offered by a third party 
Jjustment should not be calculated 
amount of any adjustment should 
dgment. 
STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS AND APPRAISE 'S CERTIFICATION 
CONTINGENT AND LIMITING 
subject to the following conditions: 
CONDITIONS: The appraiser's certification t t appears in the appraisal report is 
1. The appraiser will not be responsible for matters of a legal nature that affect • ler the property being appraised or 
the title to it. The appraiser assumes that the title is good and marketable and, I refore, will not render any opinions 
about the title. The property is appraised on the basis of it being under responsible ownersh 
2. The appraiser has provided a sketch in the appraisal report to show approxir te dimensions of the improvements 
and the sketch is included only to assist the reader of the report in visualizing he property and understanding the 
appraiser's determination of its size. 
3. The appraiser has examined the available flood maps that are provided by the R ?ral Emergency Management Agency 
(or other data sources) and has noted in the appraisal report whether the subject e is located in an identified Special 
Flood Hazard Area. Because the appraiser is not a surveyor, he or she makes no gu antees, express or implied, regarding 
this determination. 
4. The appraiser will not give testimony or appear in court because he or she made 
unless specific arrangements to do so have been made beforehand. 
appraisal of the property in question, 
5. The appraiser has estimated the value of the land in the cost approach at its high< and best use and the improvements 
at their contributory value. These separate valuations of the land and improvements lust not be used in conjunction with 
any other appraisal and are invalid if they are so used. 
6. The appraiser has noted in the appraisal report any adverse conditions (such as, ne 
of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) observed during the inspection of the sub 
aware of during the normal research involved in performing the appraisal. Unless o' 
the appraiser has no knowledge of any hidden or unapparent conditions of the prope 
(including the presence of hazardous wastes, toxic substances, etc.) that would mal 
and has assumed that there are no such conditions and makes no guarantees or w 
the condition of the property. The appraiser will not be responsible for any suci 
engineering or testing that might be required to discover whether such conditions exist, 
in the field of environmental hazards, the appraisal report must not be considere' 
the property. 
ed repairs, depreciation, the presence 
:t property or that he or she became 
;rwise stated in the appraisal report, 
• or adverse environmental conditions 
the property more or less valuable, 
*anties, express or implied, regarding 
conditions that do exist or for any 
ecause the appraiser is not an expert 
as an environmental assessment of 
7. The appraiser obtained the information, estimates, and opinions that were express I in the appraisal report from sources 
that he or she considers to be reliable and believes them to be true and correct. The ? jraiser does not assume responsibility 
for the accuracy of such items that were furnished by other parties. 
8. The appraiser will not disclose the contents of the appraisal report except as pr ided for in the Uniform Standards of 
Professional Appraisal Practice. 
9. The appraiser has based his or her appraisal report and valuation conclusion for a appraisal that is subject to satisfactory 
completion, repairs, or alterations on the assumption that completion of the ii -rovements will be performed in a 
workmanlike manner. 
10. The appraiser must provide his or her prior written consent before the lender 
can distribute the appraisal report (including conclusions about the property value, t 
designations, and references to any professional appraisal organizations or the firm 
to anyone other than the borrower; the mortgagee or its successors and assig 
professional appraisal organizations; any state or federally approved financial ir 
or instrumentality of the United States or any state or the District of Columbia; exc 
ient specified in the appraisal report 
appraiser's identity and professional 
th which the appraiser is associated) 
, the mortgage insurer; consultants; 
•tution; or any department, agency, 
•t that the lender/client may distribute 
APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: The Appraiser certifies and agrees that: 
1. I have researched the subject market area and have selected a minimum of three 
and proximate to the subject property for consideration in the sales comparison analys 
when appropriate to reflect the market reaction to those items of significant variation 
property is superior to, or more favorable than, the subject property, I have made 
adjusted sales price of the comparable and, if a significant item in a comparable pr 
than the subject property, I have made a positive adjustment to increase the adjusted sales 
cent sales of properties most similar 
and have made a dollar adjustment 
a significant item in a comparable 
negative adjustment to reduce the 
erty is inferior to, or less favorable 
ice of the comparable. 
2. I have taken into consideration the factors that have an impact on value in my d elopment of the estimate of market 
value in the appraisal report. I have not knowingly withheld any significant inform? -n from the appraisal report and I 
believe, to the best of my knowledge, that all statements and information in the appraisal re| t are true and correct. 
3. I stated in the appraisal report only my own personal, unbiased, and profession 
which are subject only to the contingent and limiting conditions specified in this form. 
analysis, opinions, and conclusions, 
4. I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject to s report, and I have no present or 
prospective personal interest or bias with respect to the participants in the transact i. I did not base, either partially or 
completely, my analysis and/or the estimate of market value in the appraisal rer t on the race, color, religion, sex, 
handicap, familial status, or national origin of either the prospective owners or occup ts of the subject property or of the 
present owners or occupants of the properties in the vicinity of the subject property. 
5. I have no present or contemplated future interest in the subject property, and ne >er my current or future employment 
nor my compensation for performing this appraisal is contingent on the appraised value of tl property. 
6. I was not required to report a predetermined value or direction in value that 'ors the cause of the client or any 
related party, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a specific result, or «e occurrence of a subsequent event 
in order to receive my compensation and/or employment for performing the apprais; I did not base the appraisal report 
on a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the need to approve a specific rr tgage loan. 
7. I performed this appraisal in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Prof sional Appraisal Practice that were 
adopted and promulgated by the Appraisal Standards Board of The Appraisal Found: .wi and that were in place as of the 
effective date of this appraisal, with the exception of the departure provision of th- 5 Standards, which does not apply. 
I acknowledge that an estimate of a reasonable time for exposure in the open m< et is a condition in the definition of 
market value and the estimate I developed is consistent with the marketing time not 'I in the neighborhood section of this 
report, unless I have otherwise stated in the reconciliation section. 
8. I have personally inspected the interior and exterior areas of the subject prop ty and the exterior of all properties 
listed as comparables in the appraisal report. I further certify that I have noted any >parent or known adverse conditions 
in the subject improvements, on the subject site, or on any site within the immed e vicinity of the subject property of 
which I am aware and have made adjustments for these adverse conditions in my analysis of the property value to the 
extent that I had market evidence to support them. I have also commented about t effect of the adverse conditions on 
the marketability of the subject property. 
9. I personally prepared all conclusions and opinions about the real estate that we* 
relied on significant professional assistance from any individual or individuals in the 
preparation of the appraisal report, I have named such individual(s) and disclosed 
in the reconciliation section of this appraisal report. I certify that any individual so n? 
I have not authorized anyone to make a change to any item in the report; therefore, if 
appraisal report, I will take no responsibility for it. 
set forth in the appraisal report. If I 
)erformance of the appraisal or the 
e specific tasks performed by them 
ed is qualified to perform the tasks, 
i unauthorized change is made to the 
SUPERVISORY APPRAISER'S CERTIFICATION: If a supervisory appraise signed the appraisal report, he or she 
certifies and agrees that: I directly supervise the appraiser who prepared the apprai I report, have reviewed the appraisal 
report, agree with the statements and conclusions of the appraiser, agree to be >und by the appraiser's certifications 
numbered 4 through 7 above, and am taking full responsibility for the appraisal and the apr isal report. 





State Certification #: 
or State License #: 
State: 
Approx 3415 West 2550 Soui Kanesville area. Utah 84401 






State Certification #: 
or State License #: 
State: 
(only if required) 
Addendum D 
ADDENDUM D 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT 1 SCHEDULE B PROPERTY EVALUATION 
(AS TESTIFIED DURING TRIAL) 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 Testimony of Record 
Line 2 $15,000 $8,000 (Feb. R. 217) 
Line 3,22,37 $10,000 $10,000 (Jan. R. 225) 
Line 5 $1,500 $1,500 
Line 6 $15,000 $0 (Feb. R. 64,244) 
Line 7,8 $1,000 $1,000 
Line 9 $0 $0 
Line 10,11 $4,000 $2,000 (Feb. R. 218) 
Linel2 $6,000 $6,000 
Line 13,14 $4,230 $0 (Jan. R. 120) 
Line 15,16 $2,070 $0 (Jan. R. 120) 
Line 17 $7,000 $4,000 (Jan. R. 228) 
Line 18 $3,500 $1,600 (Jan. R. 228) 
Line 19 $2,500 $2,500 
Line 20 $0 $0 
Line 21 $0 $0 
Line 22 $2,000 $0 (Jan. R. 225) 
Line 23 $3,500 $3,500 
Line 24,25,26 $22,500 $7,500 (Feb. R. 219) 
Line 27,28 $0 $0 
Line 29,30 $0 $0 
Line 31 $8,000 $2,500 (Jan. R. 229) 
Line 32 $2,000 $2,000 
Line 33 $2,000 $2,000 
Line 34 $3,000 $3,000 
Line 35 $2,000 $0 (Feb r. 62-64) 
Line 36 $2,000 $2,000 
Line 37 $2,000 $0 (Jan. R. 225) 
Line 38 $30,000 $5,000 (Jan. R. 227) 
Line 39,40 $0 $0 
Line 41 $3,500 $1,600 (Jan. R. 229-231) 
Line 42,43,44 $0 $0 
Total $151,800 $65,700 
Difference of $86,100 
Addendum E 
ADDENDUM E 
DETAIL OF REFERENCED MARITAL DEBT 
MORTGAGE ON RESIDENCE (plaintiff s Exhibit 1 P. 1) See Addendum B $89,113 
SECOND MORTGAGE ON RESIDENCE (plaintiffs Exhibit 1 P. 1) See Addendum B 
$45,231 
MORTGAGE ON THREE ACRES (plaintiffs Exhibit IP.l) See Addendum B $9,751 
LOAN ON BUSINESS EQUIPMENT (plaintiffs Exhibit IP.l) See Addendum B 
$6,253 
LOAN ON MOTOR HOME (plaintiffs Exhibit 1 P. 1) See Addendum B $60,000 
LOAN ON BOAT (plaintiffs Exhibit 1 P. 1) See Addendum B $7,783 
MARITAL LIABILITIES (plaintiffs Exhibit 1 P.2)_See Addendum B $35,451 
CONCRETE SPECIALITY (plaintiffs Exhibit 10 P.2) See Addendum F $8,000 
JACK TIRE & OIL (plaintiffs Exhibit 10 P.2) See Addendum F $1,500 
PIONEER READY MIX (plaintiffs Exhibit 10 P.2) See Addendum F $17,000 




To: Geoffrey L. Clark, Attorney at Law 
From: Doug Dayton 
SUBJECT: Property & Equity 
Equipment in California: 
WORTH OWE 
93 Chap Boat /^ _^$-
99 Ford 350 Truck $ 
86 Ford F700 Boom Truck fyffi^tfo —$ 










15,500.00 $ 8,785.97 
33,00.00 $ 32,000.00 
12,000.00 $ 0.00 
84,671.00/^$ 60,000.00 
MO—* 































$195,371.00 $100,786.00 $ 94,686.00 
IN UTAH 
/ rOt <rro. 6~d $ 175,000.00 House 
Property 
Back Hoe Ml^~i^fk»jU*s 
Ply Forms <5 , " ^ -o-o 
86 Ford Truck F350 X aw=S -<fd 
95 Red Car Mit 3000 
Truss Screed 
Insolated Blankets MQ^Si&O 
Steel Forms Ho \ 




































TOTAL $ 284,250.00 $112,500.00 $ 171,750.00 
1 
Other Payments Due 
Loan @ Bank of Utah - So^^^^ 
Loan @ Bank of Utah -&^M^OM-
Loan @ Bank of Utah (Second on House) - & 
IRS PD $ 2,000.00 Down $ 1,000.00 per mth - ft> 
Concrete Specialty ^(^UM^AJ^ 
Jack Tire & Oil— &AM^MU~ 
Pioneer Ready Mix -^UU^SLL^ 















Bob Cat/Leased — Qicn^d 
Trailer 
Trailer (Dico) 
Sand Rail $%o&>.m 
Concrete Pump y 
90 Ford Truck/Trailer/Forms 
$ 1,000.00 Doug 
$ 4,000.00 Money to Bank 
$ 2,000.00 Doug 
3,500.00 Doug 
4,500.00 Money to Bank 
$ 10.000.00 Money to Bank 
TOTAL 
500.00 
„ , 4 - QaMmerfa 25,000.00 
Df the $10,000.00 Igave_£aJ 




2 Cement Mixers 
TOTAL 
Gave to Valley Concrete Supply to pay 
Towards Bills. I still owe $ 8,000.00 
$ 1 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 - / % ^ 





82 Ford Dump w/ Plow yLA^- (^4 ,000.00 worth $ 10,000.00 loss $ 6,000.00 
84 Ford Flat Bed >p *%. —^$2,000.00 worth $ 6,000.00 loss $ 4,000.00 r 
YM- MIMU<JL/Q$AJ^ jLanrfa-, M\i^^ ^Thj^ AcC&Czpj^ 
J 
Gave to Son's Ryan & Shane 
Khabota Tractor 3,6l50*crd $ 5,000.00 
2 Banshee Quads ojov~2. ^jv. $- 8,000.00 
4 Motor Cycles — £ AJ-P ,crO -$ 8,000.00 
1 Enclosed Trailer - - f% fts. TO $ 3.000.00 
TOTAL $ 24,000.00 
Household Items 
Beds & Chests etc^- ^f^ijhf^^--•$ 6,000.00 
Dinning Rm Table/Chairs/Hutcb-/(^^|jtLooo.oo 
1 Computer, Desks &. Chair ^ M§^^J 1,000.00 
Entertainment Center " i / ^ T * 6,000.00 
Couch & Chairs -^Oif &&*- - A ^ * - ^
 liQQ0Q0 
Office Machines —fcL&ijj% (Lf^x^ $ 750.00 
fTypewriter/Adding Machine E t C ) ^ ^ ^ ^ — " 
Riding Lawn Mower n $ 1,000.00 
Desk — tQ*<uq G^^y^Jy>c^-^—
 $ 500>00 
D e s k ^ / ^ k ^ ^ ^ z ^ - ^ X ^ ^ - ^ — - s 350.00 






£ la fo*0 
C O N S T R U C T I O N C O . 
(2? y - -




 On i2»*/f!! 
r ,rn'r 
fci|tf 
5- ft **^-* 
5l.s*> 
q^ £ dftpQ 
A General Contractor Specializing in Concrete 
EXHIBIT "A" 
Equipment Listing For Doug Dayton Construction Co 1 12/11/97 
Description Cost 
24' Flatbed 4,600 
i££42£titillty trailer 0) *** • °^> 10,000 
-2^—ford flatbed 12,800 
Heat Blanket 5,000 
F250 Truck 18.000 
F350 truck 21,000 
jT^*—f=70O Dump Truck 8,500 
J Equipment Trailer fTjTP- 3,500 
—^Bullt Wright Trailer 3,500.00 
Concrete Pump 14.000 
3lco Trailer 5.500.00 
-Bartell Rider Trowl 8,800 
Fefd=Pwfee 18,000 
tend Tools 50,000 
F600 Truck 5.000 
^—Snow Plows 5,000.00 
Kabota Tractor 22.000 
^ £—Yamaha Quad 5,500 
tl—Yamaha Quad 3.000 
—Sazuki Quad 2,000 
?S—Yamaha Motorcycle 2.500 
Ford Backhoe 25,000 
Bobcat Tractor 22,000 
Y -84 Flatbed 3,300 
^—;—66 Crane Truck 17,000 
&4£&.Whitman Riding Tro 20,000 
™$b£-2. Power Screeds 5,000 
" — V i b Plate 2,000 
1— 46 Foot Trailer / i « a ft 2,500 
9 7 —Back Hoe Trailer f^STC 7,000 
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Addendum G 
2hb o:$i ' • ; ; : : [ •:; 
ROBERT A. ECHARD, 953 
ROBERT ECHARD & ASSOCIATES 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Key Bank Building, Suite 200 




IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
) MOTION TO ALTAR OR 
Petitioner, ) AMEND JUDGMENT 
vs. ) 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, ) 
) Civil No. 994901266 
Respondent. ) Judge: Roger S. Dutson 
COMES NOW the Petitioner and petitions the court to altar or amend the judgment 
previously entered as a result of a Memorandum Decision and/or to make additional Findings. This 
Motion is made pursuant to Rule 52 (b) and Rule 59 (e) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. Both 
Rules provide that the court may alter or amend the judgment and may make additional Findings 
upon a showing of (1) an abuse of discretion (2) excessive or inadequate damages appearing to 
have been given under the influence of passion or prejudice (3) a deficiency of the evidence to 
justify the decision (4) a decision which is against law (5) an error in law. The time for appealing 
a decision is stayed until the court rules on Motions made under these Rules. 
hi it LJ u l 




: BUILDING, sum 200 
HNGTON BOULEVARD 
)EN, UTAH 84401 
801) 393-2300 
< (801) 393-2340 
The parties to this action were married on June 5,1982. Therefore, as of the time 
of the trial they had been married approximately 18 Vi years. The parties have two children who 
are still under 18 years of age. During the marriage the parties worked together to develop a 
concrete finishing business which the Respondent still possesses and earns a living from. The 
Petitioner did not develop any particular skills during the 18 Vi years of marriage. During that 
period of time she raised the children and assisted in the develop and operation of the business now 
solely owned and operated by the Respondent. 
During the marriage the parties acquired a home and adjoining property, 
miscellaneous personal property, and the Respondent's business and associated equipment. 
The court by its Memorandum Decision awarded the Petitioner the custody of the 
children. The court made a determination that the Respondent made from the operation of the 
[business, which was created during the marriage, approximately $70,000 to $75,000 per year, 
which amounted to approximately $5,835 per month. The court awarded child support pursuant 
to the child support schedule which would be $974 per month and alimony in the sum of $1,200 
per month. The Petitioner maintains health insurance on the minor children, and therefore the 
Respondent is required to pay one half of that sum or approximately $50 per month. The court also 
ordered that the Respondent pay the sums previously ordered by the Commissioner through the 
month of March, 2001. That amounted to a combination for child support and alimony of $2,500 
per month. Throughout the pendency of this divorce the Respondent has never paid these sums on 
time, and has been found in contempt of court on at least one occasion and sentenced to jail 
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said sums and owes delinquent payments of $2,500 per month from February through March and 
the child support and alimony ordered by the court for the month of April. According to its 
Memorandum Decision in spite of the term of the marriage, the court awarded the Respondent 
substantially all of the assets acquired during the course of the marriage, and required him to pay 
the outstanding indebtedness. The court did not award the Petitioner anything except a vehicle that 
she had on which the debt exceeded the equity and miscellaneous personal property. The Petitioner 
contends that by doing so the court failed to equitably divide the property between the parties as 
required by both statutory and case law in the state of Utah. It is the position of the Petitioner that 
this decision constitutes an abuse of discretion on the part of the court which amounts to an 
excessive award to the Respondent which may be punitive in nature, there is insufficient evidence 
to justify the award made by the court, and the court's actions constitute an error in the application 
of Utah law. 
The Utah Court of Appeals in the case of Cummings vs. Cummings 821 P 2d 472 
(UT APP. 1991) stated, "While trial courts have broad discretion in divorce and custody matters, 
that discretion must be exercised within legal parameters set by Appelate Courts...." Utah law 
requires that the court equitably divide assets acquired by the parties during the course of the 
marriage, and make an equitable division of the debts based in part upon the income available to 
the parties. Utah law does not allow the court to award all assets to one party after a long term 
marriage. This court, on numerous occasions when the Petitioner's attorney has been involved, has 
made great efforts to see that assets were divided substantially equally between the parties after 
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case, the Petitioner would not be filing this Motion to amend the court's judgment. However, the 
court whether inadvertently or intentionally did not make an equitable division of the debts and 
assets. 
During the course of the trial, the court stated from the bench that it did not intend 
to be punitive in its decision in this case. In the Memorandum Decision, the court commented on 
the fact that the credibility of both parties was in question. The court appeared, however, to decide 
that the Respondent was more believable than was the Petitioner. This, in spite of the fact that the 
Respondent had been found in contempt of court, had disposed of a marital asset in direct violation 
of an Order restraining him from disposing of assets, had engaged in a deception and/or fraud in 
claiming initially that the business acquired during the marriage now belonged to his girlfriend who 
had not paid any money for it, and having claimed he had little if any income. The Petitioner also 
was involved in disposing of a few items of property, specifically a back hoe and part of a frame 
to a concrete screde which the Respondent stated was obsolete and of limited value. As will be set 
forth in this Motion, however, the assets disposed of by the Respondent far exceeded any assets 
disposed of by the Petitioner. In addition, during the time that the Petitioner disposed of assets, she 
was not being supported by the Respondent, and the Respondent was violating court Orders as to 
the monies that he was to pay. The Respondent had no such justification in his intentional disposal 
of assets. 
The court in its Memorandum Decision said it suspected the Petitioner's testimony. 
[The court made no similar comment concerning the testimony of the Respondent. The income 
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and historical income/ Those documents were identified as the Petitioner's Exhibit #2. 
Consequently, the Petitioner's credibility or lack thereof could not and did not altar the amount of 
money that she had been receiving. It may have had something to do with how many hours she 
could work, but historically her income for the year 2000 was approximately $945 per month. The 
court concluded that she could make $ 1,316 per month if she increased the hours she worked at her 
current employment. The court did not say that it found the Respondent deceptive in the 
information he presented concerning his income. However, the court's ultimate conclusion that 
he could make $70,000 to $75,000 per year or $5,835 per month had to be based upon the court 
not accepting the representations made by the Respondent and his attorney during the course of the 
trial. That information was available to the court because of the Petitioner having hired an 
accountant to assist the court in that determination. Apparently, the court intended that the 
Petitioner assume the sole cost of that accountant since the court did not award any attorney's fees 
or other costs in this case. The court's attention is directed to the fact that the Respondent did not 
produce information concerning his income for the year 2000 even though he was under specific 
court Order to provide those documents. Counsel for the Petitioner obtained them at the end of the 
first day of trial, and the Petitioner's accountant was required to assimilate those documents during 
the course of the trial. The Respondent had been under an obligation to provide updated 
information concerning the business, the equipment, and his income since the day the Deposition 
was taken in this case which was on April 7, 2000. The Respondent failed to cooperate, and 
therefore the Petitioner and her accountant had to obtain the best information available. The court 
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placing any blame upon the Respondent for failing to have provided the information as ordered by 
jthe court. The court seems to accept actions of the Respondent in directly violating this court's 
Order at every turn without finding that the Respondent's testimony should be suspect or that the 
Respondent should be censored in any way. It is inappropriate for the court to assume that the 
Petitioner should have the sole responsibility for the financial costs in assimilating this information, 
and that the information she assimilated is suspect. The Respondent was in possession of this 
information and failed to disclose it, and the Respondent filed a sworn statement with the Bank of 
Utah that the equipment involved was valued at $420,000. In his Deposition on page 56, he stated 
that as of the date of the Deposition, April 7, 2000, the equipment was worth $251,000. At the 
time of the trial for the first time he recanted on some of these values. Counsel for the Petitioner 
finds it hard to believe that the court would ignore the Respondent's conduct in assessing blame 
between the parties and making a decision as to the value of the assets. 
As previously indicated, the biggest problem with the court's decision has to do with 
the parties assets and debts. The assets awarded to the Respondent amount to $299,816 and were 
as follows: 
a. The Parties Home: This was appraised at $175,000 with an 
outstanding mortgage of $89,113, for an equity of $89,113. During the course of the trial the 
Respondent aggressively asserted that the house was worth $ 175,000. The Petitioner indicated she 
thought in its current condition the house was worth $140,000. Consequently, there is no dispute 
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disbelieves the Petitioner and finds the Respondent more believable, then it must conclude that the 
equity in the home is $89,113. 
b. Lot: Both parties testified that the parties own a lot, that the market 
value of it is $60,000, and that there is a current buyer willing to pay $60,000 for the property. This 
value is not in dispute, and therefore the Petitioner's credibility has no bearing on this value. It 
should be noted that the Respondent in his Deposition on page 55 stated that the lots were worth 
$80,000. 
c. 1998 Sun Voyager Motor Home: The motor home was valued at 
$67,980 with a $60,000 indebtedness resulting in a $7,980 equity. This figure was not seriously 
disputed during the course of the trial. The Respondent produced no information concerning its 
current value or the equity therein. (See Petitioner's Exhibit #1) 
d. 1993 Chap Boat with Trailer: This asset was valued at $ 15,500 with 
a $7,782 mortgage resulting in equity of $7,723. This figure was not seriously disputed by the 
Respondent. The Respondent produced no information concerning its current value or the equity 
therein. (See Petitioner's Exhibit #1) 
e. Three Sand Rail Vehicles: These vehicles collectively were valued 
at $29,000. This value was established by the accountant, and was not seriously disputed by the 
Respondent. The Respondent did not produce any evidence as to the value of the items. The 
Respondent sold one of these vehicles for the value assigned to it of $4,000 and converted the 
assets to his sole use. These vehicles did not have any indebtedness against them. 
f. 1999 Ford 350 Diesel Dual Wheel Truck: This vehicle was valued 
at $33,000 with an indebtedness of $31,000 against it for an equity of approximately $2,000. This 
equity was not seriously disputed by the Respondent, and the Respondent did not produce any 
evidence as to its value or equity. 
g. Business Equipment: The business equipment, after adjustments 
from information provided by the Respondent during the course of the trial, resulted in an equity 
of approximately $106,000. Much of this equipment was sold by the Respondent who converted 
the funds to his sole use. 
The following items were sold by the Respondent after the separation, and much of 
it in direct violation of this court's Order. They consisted of a 1994 truck flat bed, a 1996 Bobcat, 
a 1989 Discgo trailer, a 1982 Ford dump truck, a 1984 Ford flat bed, a bib plate, a concrete pump, 
ij and cement mixer. (See Petitioner's Exhibit #1 Schedule B) 
The Petitioner participated in the sale of a 1986 Ford back hoe and a part of an 
obsolete concrete screde. The remaining part of the screde was possessed by the Respondent in the 
state of California. She also disposed of miscellaneous metal parts. The Respondent did not claim 
that the other miscellaneous parts disposed of had any current value. The court severely chastised 
the Petitioner for the sale of these assets, but made no comparable statement about the 
Respondent's disposal of the various assets referred to herein, his disposal of the entire business 
acquired during the marriage, and his initial deception concerning these matters. It should be noted 
pat the Respondent was not forthcoming with what he disposed of and what he had done with the 
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accountant. The Petitioner incurred costs for taking the Depositions of Douglas Dayton and the 
Bank of Utah's representative in the sum of $800 and incurred expenses with her accountant in the 
sum of $3,300. Consequently, when the Respondent showed up in court he had no choice but to 
admit his actions. The Respondent's forced admissions by reason of the expenses and efforts of 
the Petitioner should not now be viewed by the court as credibility on the part of the Respondent. 
The debts accrued by the parties during the course of the marriage consist of a debt 
to the Bank of Utah in the approximate sum of $62,000, as established by testimony from a 
representative for the Bank of Utah during the course of the trial, and those debts listed as part of 
the Petitioner's Exhibit #1 entitled marital estate of Douglas and Patricia Dayton. The other debts 
collectively including a $15,651 debt to the IRS amount to a total amount of $35,451. It should 
be noted that the debt to the IRS for 1997 and 1998 is subject to being adjusted through a 
settlement agreement. It is common practice since the tax payers rights were passed by congress 
for the IRS to take significantly less than the amount of the indebtedness. However, assuming that 
the debt owed to the Bank of Utah and the $35,451 is owed, the total indebtedness accrued during 
the marriage that needs to be paid at this time is $97,451. The assets as set forth above amount to 
$299,816. Deducting the outstanding debts in the sum of $97,451 results in a balance of $202,365. 
This does not include any value for an ongoing business that was developed during the marriage 
over 18 years. 
The court awarded all of the assets in the sum of $299,816 to the Respondent, and 
jrequired him to pay approximately $97,451 in debt. This meant that the court awarded to the 
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Petitioner. In addition, this court effectively turned the Petitioner and her children out on the street 
with her current income plus the alimony and child support to be paid by the Respondent, which 
the Respondent has historically refused to pay unless threatened with contempt. If the Respondent 
continues to conduct himself as he has in the past in failing to pay alimony and child support, then 
the court's Order effectively assures that the Petitioner and her children will have to live in some 
type of public housing or be homeless. 
It is the position of the Petitioner that the only explanation for the court's decision 
is that it failed to understand the nature of the assets, of the indebtedness involved, or acted under 
prejudice against the Petitioner. There is no case or statutory law that the Petitioner has been able 
to locate that would allow the court to enter an Order effectively denying the Petitioner any assets 
acquired during the course of the marriage. 
Utah court law requires the court to award attorneys fees based upon the need of a 
party and the ability of the parties to pay attorneys fees. The court has already determined that the 
Respondent has an income in the approximate sum of $5,835 per month while the Petitioner has 
an income of $ 1,316 per month. That amounts to approximately $4,319 per month more income 
available to the Respondent. In addition, the Respondent's earning capacity was clearly generated 
by the joint efforts of the parties or at least during the course of the marriage of the parties. Had 
the court divided the assets equally between the parties, an argument could be made that each party 
would have the assets with which to pay their attorneys fees. However, since the court awarded 
no assets to the Petitioner, it is incumbent upon the court to apply the rules promulgated by the 
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attorney's fees. This is especially true since the court would not have known of any of the assets 
and the detailed information presented during the course of the trial if it had not been for the 
Petitioner, her attorney, and the Petitioner's accountant's efforts in martialing that information. 
The Petitioner respectfully requests that the court revisit its decision, make an 
equitable division of the assets of the parties and the debts acquired by the parties based upon the 
evidence presented at the time of the trial, and award the Petitioner attorney's fees and court costs. 
DATED this Ajc day of April, 2001. 
ROBERT A. ECHARD 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify that I faxed and mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing document 
via first-class mail, postage prepaid to the following individual: 
Roy D.Cole 
2650 Washington Blvd., Suite 102 
Ogden,UT 84401 






DOUG DAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO 
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of the Income 
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Cost of construction 
Cost of labor 
Material and supplies 
Total cost of construction 
Gross Profit 
Expenses 
Advertising - Racing costs/Jam Tickets 
Depreciation 
Depreciation - Section 179 
Insurance 
Mortgage and equipment interest 
Legal and professional fees 
Office expense 
Rent or lease expense 
Equipment lease - Screed 
Repairs and maintenance 
Taxes and licenses 
Travel 
Meals and entertainment 
Wages and payroll tax - per payroll account 
Concrete pumping fees 
Miscellaneous 





























































































33 79,998 25,057 124,741 
DOUG DAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO 












Advertsing - Personal expenses 
Insurance on personal assets/motorhomes 
Estimated personal fuel/gas costs $125 @ month 
Meals - adjusted to 50% 




Per Schedule C ; 












Per Schedule C I 























42 * Amounts estimated due to insufficient information 
43 # Amounts determined from bank statements analyzed for 1999 
44 + Estimated to be 20% of the total insurance cost 
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DOUG DAYTON CONSTRUCTION 
DEPOSITS - GENERAL ACCOUNT 
BUSINESS ACCOUNT: 7056117 

























































































































DOUG DAYTON CONSTRUCTION 
DEPOSITS - GENERAL ACCOUNT 
BUSINESS ACCOUNT: 7056117 























































































49 1099 REPORTS FOR 1999 
50 Toncman Concrete Corp 
51 Valley Design & Construction 
52 Knight Brothers Construction 
53 Big D Construction 
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Other: Cell phone 
TOTAL 
PERSONAL EXPENSES 
$50 Clothing (Inc. shoes 
& uniforms) 
$450 Medical and Dental 
$20 Cosmetics 
$ 100 Recreation 
Union & Club Dues 
$15 Hair Care 
$100 Travel Children's Motorcross racing 
Cont'd Education 
$20 Cleaning & Laundry 
Other: 
$ 755 TOTAL 
TRANSPORTATION 
Public 
$200 Gas & Oil 
$250 Maintenance of Auto 
$430 Installment Payments 
$25 License 
$250 Insurance 
Parking & Tolls 
Other: 
FOOD 
$ 6 0 0 





































Recreation:Motorcross practice $ 262 
Hair Cuts 
Hobbies:Motorcross racing 
Special Needs TOTAL MONTHLY LIVING EXPENSES 
Other: 
TOTAL $ 6.468 
Addendum J 
KEVIN G. RICHARDS (#5339) ^ 
Attorney for Plaintiff -r-
P.O. Box 229 
Ogden, Utah 84402 "~ 
(801) 621-1428 il-
IN THE SECOND DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 




PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Defendant. 
PETITION FOR DIVORCE 
Judge AS /? 5/?/M 
ooOoo 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner by and through her attorney, 
Kevin G. Richards, and for cause of action against the 
Respondent alleges and states as follows: 
1. That Petitioner is a resident of Weber County and 
has been continuously for at least three months prior to the 
commencement of this action. 
2. That Petitioner and Respondent are wife and husband 
having been married on June 5, 1982 in Los Angles, 
California. 
3. That two children have been born as issue of said 
marriage, to-wit Ryan Dewane Dayton, age 16, date of birth 
May 9, 1983 and Shane Lee Dayton, age 13, date of birth March 
28, 1986. That Plaintiff is a fit and proper person to be 
awarded the sole care, custody and control of the parties' 
minor children subject to Defendants rights of visitation as 
defined by statute. 
4. That irreconcible differences exist making the 
continuation of the marriage impossible and impractical. 
5. THAT SINCE THE PARTIES HAVE CHILDREN UNDER THE AGE 
OF 18, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN TO THE RESPONDENT THAT HE MUST 
ATTEND A DIVORCE EDUCATION COURSE AND PRESENT A CERTIFICATE 
OF COMPLETION PRIOR TO ENTRY OF A DECREE OF DIVORCE. THE 
RESPONDENT SHOULD CONTACT THE DIVORCE EDUCATION CLERK AT THE 
ABOVE CAPTIONED COURT TO REGISTER FOR THE COURSE. IF THE 
RESPONDENT DOES NOT ATTEND THE COURSE WITHIN 45 DAYS, ABSENT 
COURT WAIVER OF THE REQUIREMENT, THE COURT MAY HOLD THE 
RESPONDENT IN CONTEMPT OF COURT. 
6. That Petitioner is unemployed although for the past 
18 years she has assisted the Respondent on basically a full 
time basis as it pertains to the Defendant's construction 
company. Defendant is self employed doing business as Doug 
Dayton Construction and upon information and belief earns 
approximately $90,000 per year. 
7. That Respondent should be obligated to pay support 
and maintenance on behalf of the minor children pursuant to 
the guidelines adopted by the State of Utah that said support 
and maintenance should continue until the children obtain the 
age of majority of graduate from high school with their 
graduating class, whichever is later and that any order for 
support and maintenance should be subjected to income 
withholding pursuant to U.C.A. Section 62(a)-ll-401 et sec. 
8. Petitioner does not contemplate receiving state 
assistance and pursuant to U.C.A. Section 7845-9(2)(a) the 
State of Utah and the Office of Recovery Services is not 
required to be named as an interested party. 
9. Petitioner states that upon information and belief 
no proceedings involving custody of the minor children have 
been filed in juvenile court. In addition, Petitioner has 
not be a party to nor participated in any proceeding 
involving the custody of the minor children. 
10. Respondent should be responsible to maintain and 
provide health, dental, medical and accident insurance 
covering the minor children and that any and all out of 
pocket and not insured medical expenses should be shared 
equally between the Petitioner and the Respondent. 
11. That Respondent should be required to maintain a 
life insurance policy in the amount of at least $50,000 
listing the minor children as beneficiaries to cover child 
support in the event of Respondent's death. 
12. During the contract of marriage the parties acquired 
both real and personal property, to-wit; the family residence 
located at 2648 S. 3500 W. Ogden, Utah, as well as household 
furniture and furnishings. That said property including any 
equity in the marital residence should be divided equally 
between the Petitioner and the Respondent. 
13. In addition to the above, the parties have also 
acquired 3 acres of undeveloped land located in Weber County. 
That any equity in said property should be divided equally 
between the Petitioner and the Respondent. 
14. During the contract of marriage, the Petitioner and 
Respondent have also acquired various automobiles and also 
business equipment used for the Defendant's construction 
company as well as bank accounts and other items of personal 
property. All items of personal property should be divided 
equally between the Petitioner and the Respondent, 
15. That upon information and belief, no retirement 
benefits have been acquired by either the Petitioner or the 
Respondent and if there were any retirement benefits, each 
would be awarded their own benefits free and clear of any 
right, claim or interest therein by the other party. 
16. During the contract of marriage, the parties 
acquired joint marital debts and obligations which should be 
divided in a fair and equitable basis. 
17. The Petitioner is in need of a reasonable sum of 
alimony. 
18. That the tax deduction for the minor children should 
be alternating between the Petitioner and the Respondent. 
19. That Petitioner has retained Kevin G. Richards as 
her attorney and is obligated to him a reasonable sum for his 
services and that Respondent should be responsible to pay 
Petitioners attorneys fees and Court costs incured as a 
result of this action. 
WHEREFORE, premise considered, Petitioner prays for 
judgment against the Respondent as set forth in the complaint 
and for all such other and further relief as the Court may 
deem just and proper under the circumstance. 
DATED this day of 
>vin G. Richards 
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teO 3 «flT« ROBERT A. ECHARD, 953 
ROBERT ECHARD & ASSOCIATES 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Key Bank Building, Suite 200 
2491 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden, UT 84401 
Telephone: 801-393-2300 
Facsimile: 801-393-2340 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Respondent. 
ORDER ON OBJECTION 
Civil No. 994901266 
Judge: Roger S. Dutson 
The Petitioner's objection to the Commissioner's ruling came on for hearing before 
the Honorable Judge Roger S. Dutson at 2:30 p.m. February 22,2000. The Petitioner was present 
and represented by her attorney Robert A. Echard. The Respondent was not present, but was 
represented by his attorney Geoffrey Clark. The court having heard from the attorneys and being 
fully informed in the premises, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The Respondent shall bring the house payments, the utilities and the 
payments on the Petitioner's car and the payment on the parties' son's truck and the other debts he 
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) 393-2300 
101)393-2340 
Petitioner the sum of $2,500.00 per month beginning with the month of March, so that she can 
make those payments. 
2. The parties are to exchange information including their 1999 financial 
records within fifteen (15) days. 
3. The house shall be appraised by a mutually agreed upon appraiser and the 
Respondent shall assume and pay that appraisal cost. 
4. This matter is set for trial on April 10, 2000. 
DATED this ^ / 7 day of March, 2000. 
ROGER'S. DUTSON 
District Court Judge 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL 
TO: RESPONDENT AND HIS COUNSEL: 
You will please take notice that the undersigned attorney for Petitioner will submit 
the foregoing Order on Objection to Judge Roger S. Dutson for his signature upon the expiration 
of five (5) days from the date this notice is mailed to you, allowing three (3) days for mailing, 
unless written objection is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the Utah Code of 
Judicial Administration 1988. Kindly govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED thifcgL day of March, 2000. 
ROBERT A. ECHARD 
Attorney for Petitioner 
OfiK 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document(s), postage prepaid, to the following individual(s): 
Geoffrey Clark 
2650 Washington Blvd., #101 
Ogden,UT 84401 
n 
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RICHARD R. MEDSKER, (#2231) of 
FARR, KAUFMAN, SULLIVAN, GORMAN, 
JENSEN, MEDSKER & PERKINS 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
Bamberger Square Building 
205 26th Street, Suite 34 
Ogden,UT 84401 
Telephone: (801)394-5526 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Respondent. 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
Civil No. 994901266 
Judge Roger S. Dutson 
This matter was heard on the 29th of December, 1999 before Commissioner SCOTT M. 
HADLEY; the Petitioner was present and represented by her attorney, RICHARD R. MEDSKER; 
Respondent was not present but represented by his attorney, GEOFFREY L. CLARK. The Court 
heard argument and testimony and being fully advised in the premises makes the following orders: 
1. That the Petitioner is awarded temporary custody of the parties' minor children. 
2. That the Respondent is ordered to continue making the payments he has made, 
including the house payment, the utility payments, the car payment for both Petitioner's car and 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 
DAYTON VS. DAYTON 
Civil No.: 994901266 
the parties' son's vehicle. 
3. The standard medical provisions as set forth in the Utah Code applies and is 
attached hereto. 
4. The parties are directed to exchange financial information and either party may 
bring the matter back before the Court to address child support and alimony issues. 
DATED this day of January, 2000. 
^ 
SCOTT M. HADLEY, /-j? ~oo 
Domestic Relations Commissioner Distrid Court Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
GEOFFREY L. CLARK, 
Attorney for Respondent 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE ? 
^LCODE 640 
78-45-7.15. Medical expenses. 
(1) The court shall order that insurance for the medical 
expenses, of the minor children be provided by a parent if it is 
available at a reasonable cost. 
(2) In determining which parent shall be ordered to main-
tain insurance for medical expenses, the court or administra-
tive agency may consider the: 
(a) reasonableness of the cost; 
(b) availability of a group insurance policy; 
(c) coverage of the policy; and 
(d) preference of the custodial parent. 
(3) The order shall require each parent to share equally the 
out-of-pocket costs of the premium actually paid by a parent 
for the children's portion of insurance. 
(4) The children's portion of the premium is a per capita 
share of the premium actually paid. The premium expense for 
the children shall be calculated by dividing the premium 
amount by the number of persons covered under the policy 
and multiplying the result by the number of children in the 
instant case. 
(5) The order shall require each parent to share equally all 
reasonable and necessary uninsured medical expenses, in-
cluding deductibles and copayments, incurred for the depen-
dent children. 
(6) The parent ordered to maintain insurance shall provide 
verification of coverage to the other parent, or to the Office of 
Recovery Services under Title IV of the Social Security Act, 42 
U.S.C. Section 601 et seq.. upon initial enrollment of.the 
dependent children, and thereafter on or before January 2 of 
each calendar year. The parent shall notify the other parent, 
or the Office of Recovery Services under Title IV of the Social 
Security Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 601 et seq.. of any change of 
insurance carrier, premium, or benefits within 30 calendar 
days of the date he first knew or should have known of the 
change. 
(7) A parent who incurs medical expenses shall provide 
written verification of the cost and payment of medical ex-
penses to the other parent within 30 days of payment. 
(8) In addition to any other sanctions provided by the court, 
a parent incurring medical expenses may be denied the right 
to receive, credit for the expenses or to recover the other 
parent's share of the expenses if tha t parent fails to comply 
with Subsections (6) and (7). 1995 
78-45-7.16. Chi ld care expenses — Expenses* not in-
curred. 
(1) The child support order shall require that each parent 
share equally the reasonable work-related child care expenses 
of the parents. 
(2) (a) If an actual expense for child care is incurred, a 
parent shall begin paying his share on a monthly basis 
immediately upon presentation of proof of the child care 
expense, but if the child care expense ceases to be in-
curred, tha t parent may suspend making monthly pay-
ment of tha t expense while it is not being incurred, 
without obtaining a modification of the child support 
order. 
(b) (i) In the absence of a court order to the contrary, a 
parent who incurs child care expense shall provide 
written verification of the cost and identity of a child 
care provider to the other parent upon initial engage-
ment of a provider and thereafter on the request of 
the other parent. 
(ii) In the absence of a court order to the contrary, 
the parent shall notify the other parent of any change 
of child care provider or the monthly expense of child 
care within 30 calendar days of the date of the 
change. 
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ROBERT A. ECHARD, 953 
ROBERT ECHARD & ASSOCIATES 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Key Bank Building, Suite 200 











IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Respondent. 
ORDER ON ORDER TO 
SHOW CAUSE 
Civil No. 994901266 
Judge: Roger S. Dutson 
tkdk f 
The above entitled matter came on for a hearing before Commissioner Hadley on 
April 14, 2000 at 10:30 a.m. The Petitioner was present and represented by her attorney Robert 
A. Echard and the Respondent was present and represented by his attorney Geoffrey Clark. The 
Commissioner having heard from the parties and being fully informed in the premises, now 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS: 
1. The Respondent is found in contempt of court for failing to pay the Petitioner 
$2,500.00 per month beginning with the month of March, 2000 as previously ordered by Judge 
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2. The Respondent may purge himself of contempt by paying the March and] 
April payments for a total of $5,000.00 on or before April 25, 2000. 
3. This matter is set for a review on May 2,2000 at 10:30 a.m. The Respondent 
was notified by his attorney Geoffrey Clark that he would attempt to withdraw as the Respondent's! 
attorney. The Respondent, in open court, agreed that he would be present at the review hearing 
regardless of whether or not his attorney withdrew in this case. The review is for the purpose of] 
determining whether or not the Respondent should begin serving his jail sentence or whether he 
had purged himself of contempt by paying the $5,000.00 as set forth herein. 
4. Both parties are restrained from disposing of any of their assets without prior 
written approval by the other party or a court order. 
5. Both parties are restrained from bothering or harassing each other and from 
having any contact with each other. The Respondent shall not come onto the property being 
occupied by the Petitioner. The Respondent may contact his children for purposes of arranging 
visitation with the children. 
6. The issue of attorney's fees and all other issues are reserved for a trial. 
DATED this/^V day of May, 2000. 
ORDERED: 
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NOTICE TO COUNSEL 
TO: RESPONDENT: 
You will please take notice that the undersigned attorney for Petitioner will submit 
the foregoing Order on Order to Show Cause to Commissioner Scott M. Hadley for his signature 
upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date this notice is mailed to you, allowing three (3) 
days for mailing, unless written objection is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4-504 of the 
Utah Code of Judicial Administration 1988. Kindly govern yourself accordingly. 
DATED this _ / day of May, 2000. 
-/ 
ROBERT A. ECHARD 
Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document(s), postage prepaid, to the following individual(s): 
Douglas Dayton 
42855 19th St. West 
Lancaster, CA 93534 




ROBERT A. ECHARD, 953 
ROBERT ECHARD & ASSOCIATES 
Attorney for Petitioner 
Key Bank Building, Suite 200 
2491 Washington Boulevard 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF WEBER COUNTY 
OGDEN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH 
PATRICIA L. DAYTON, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Respondent. 
PETITIONER'S FIRST SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS 
Civil No. 994901266 
Judge: Roger S. Dutson 
COMES NOW the Petitioner and submits the following First Set of Interrogatories 
and Request for Production of Documents to the Respondent as follows: 
INTERROGATORIES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: State your full name, birth date, and social 
security number. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State your current residence address, residence 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Are you now living with any person or persons 
at the residence address given above? If so, for each person state said person's name, age, their 
relationship to you, their place of employment, and their gross monthly income. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Are you now supporting or aiding in the support 
of any person other than yourself? If so, for each person give said person's name, address, age, and 
their relationship to you. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Have you received any degrees, certificates, or 
formal training from any educational or technical institution? If so, for each degree, certificate, or 
training received state: 
a. The type of degree, certificate, or training received; 
b. The date of admission into each program; 
c. The date each such degree or certificate was received or the period of time 
such training was received; 
d. The name and address of the institution providing the program; and 
e. The cost of each such program entered. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: State what your occupation is or has been since 
the date of your separation and the nature of work you engage in or have engaged in. For each such 
employment state: 
a. The name and address of your employer; 
b. The dates of your employment with said employer; 
c. The type of work performed; 
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e. Your net annual income from said employment in each year of such 
employment; and 
f. All voluntary pay deductions such as insurance premiums, retirement 
contributions, loan payments, etc. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: List in detail all monthly earnings and income 
from each and every employer or source of self-employment during each of the immediately 
preceding 12 months. List all pertinent information regarding your income including the following: 
a. How often paid; 
b. Wage per hour; 
c. Gross income per pay period; 
d. Net income per pay period; 
e. Itemize all involuntary state and federal pay deductions on a monthly basis, 
including the amount; 
f. Number of exemptions claimed and withholding status claimed; 
g. All voluntary pay deductions on a monthly basis, including health insurance 
premiums, life insurance premiums, retirement contributions, and loan payments; 
h. Any and all benefits or non-monetary compensation, including employer 
contributions to retirement, insurance premiums, and employer provided car; and 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State in detail any significant changes in 
circumstances affecting your earning capacity since the date of separation. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: State in detail any significant changes in 
circumstances which you anticipate will affect your earning capacity during the next 12 months. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Have you filed any federal and/or state income 
tax returns since the date of separation? If so, for each return state: 
a. The year for which it was filed; 
b. Whether it was separate or joint; 
c. The amount of taxable income reported; 
d. The name and address of the person who prepared the return; 
e. The address of the office in which it was filed; and 
f. The amount of refund or liability due you to each federal and state return. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State your minimum expenses for each month. 
If such expenses include support for any other person, specify what amount of each expense is for 
the support of such other person and the name of each person. List in detail the following: 
a. Rent or house payments; 
b. Food; 
c. Clothing; 
d. Medical and dental care; 
e. Laundry and cleaning; 
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g. Insurance, itemize all amounts; 
h. Installment payments, itemize all amounts; 
i. Union dues and other job-related expenses, itemize all amounts; 
j . Recreation and entertainment; 
k. Automobile payments; 
1. Gasoline, oil, repairs, and maintenance for automobile; 
m. Automobile insurance; and 
n. Any other recurring monthly expenses, itemize all amounts. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: Listthename, address, and nature of any and all 
businesses in which you have had any right, title, or interest presently or at any time since the date 
of separation. Please state: 
a. The date of acquisition of said interest; 
b. The form of business organization; 
c. The name and address of each officer or partner; 
d. Your financial or other contribution into the business; 
e. Your proportionate share in the ownership and profits of each business; 
f. The annual gross sales, gross expenses, and net profit of the business for the 
past five years; 
g. A list of assets of the business and their present value; 
h. The amount of monies paid out of the business for expenses that are 
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i. The account number of each business bank account, the type of account, the 
name and address of the financial institution holding each such account, and the amounts contained 
therein; 
j . The number of contracts and the amounts for each contract presently in 
process, amounts paid on each contract, and the amounts outstanding; 
k. List the debts of the business both long-term and short-term, and provide the 
name and address of each creditor, co-debtor, re-payment terms, and the date each debt was 
incurred; 
1. Your opinion as to the net value of the business; 
m. The amount of salary, bonuses, wages, commissions, and other earnings you 
have received from said business in each of the preceding five years; and 
n. Your opinion or estimate as to the amount of salary, bonuses, wages, 
commissions, and other earnings you will receive from said business this calendar year. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: List the name and address of any person who hasj 
any of your financial records or records relating to any business in which you have an interest. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: Since the date of separation, have you prepared 
any financial statements or list of your assets? If so state: 
a. The date of preparation; 
b. The name and address of the person or firm who prepared the documents; 
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The name and address of the person in whose custody the documents are 
Attach a copy of each statement or list to your answers to these 
Interrogatories. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: List all life insurance policies and/or annuities of 
every nature which you own or have any right, title, or interest in, including for each: 
a. The owner of the policy; 
b. The insured; 
c. The beneficiaries named on the policy, and if there has been a change in 
beneficiaries on the policy in the last 24 months, state the date of such change of beneficiary and 
who the prior beneficiary was; 
d. The name and address of the company issuing the policy; 
e. The name and address of the broker or agent for the policy; 
f. The number of the policy; 
g. The type of policy; 
h. The date of issuance of the policy; 
i. The annual premium of cost; 
j . The face amount of the policy; 
k. The present cash surrender value of the policy; 
1. The date of the assignment and the name of the assignee; and 
m. The amount and date of each loan taken on the policy. 
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policies held by you for the benefit of the parties minor child or children, including: 
a. The name under which the policy is held; 
b. The beneficiaries of the policy; 
c. The name and address of the company issuing said policy; 
d. A general description of the coverage provided under said policy; 
e. The monthly or yearly cost of the insurance coverage maintained; and 
f. The monthly or yearly cost of that insurance if maintained for your benefit. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: List the name and address of all persons who 
know of who may have any information regarding this action or whom you may call to testify at 
the trial of this action. Include a statement of the person's knowledge and/or anticipated testimony. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have you ever been arrested? If so, 
a. What was the reason for your arrest? 
b. Were you sentenced and what was the sentence? 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: When was the last time you drank alcohol? 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: If you have a girlfriend, please state: 
a. How, when, where, and under what conditions you met her; 
b. At what date you became involved in a romantic relationship with her; and 
c. Whether or not you moved this girlfriend to California with you and why. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: What type of compensation do you receive from 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
REQUEST NO. 1: Produce legible copies of your federal and state income tax 
returns for the five tax years prior to the date of these requests, including all schedules, W2 forms, 
1099s, and supporting documents for each such return. 
REQUEST NO. 2: Produce legible copies of all payroll stubs or other forms of 
documentation from your employment which would verify all income you have had and earned 
during each and every month for the past 24 months through and including the date of your 
response to this request. 
REQUEST NO. 3: Produce legible copies of all documents showing payment to 
you of any sums of money or other forms of compensation from any person or entity during the 
discovery period which is not set forth elsewhere in your answers to these Requests. 
REQUEST NO. 4: Produce legible copies of each and every balance sheet, 
income statement, profit and loss statement, and business expense statements for each and every 
business in which you have participated during the period identified above as being covered by this 
discovery request. 
REQUEST NO. 5: Produce legible copies of all personal financial statements 
given by you or in your behalf to any person, bank, loan corporation, or business entity during the 
period identified above as being covered by this discovery request. 
REQUEST NO. 6: Produce legible copies of all documents pertaining to health, 
dental, and life insurance as identified in your answers to the Interrogatories submitted herewith, 
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REQUEST NO. 7: Produce legible copies of all documents referred to in or 
supporting your answers to the Interrogatories submitted in conjunction with these Requests for 
Production of Documents to the extent that such documents have not been previously provided in 
your answers to these Requests. 
REQUEST NO. 8: Produce legible copies of all documents which you intend to 
introduce or attempt to introduce as exhibits at the trial. 
REQUEST NO. 9: Produce legible copies of any and all deeds and conveyances 
claimed by you giving you any interest in land or other real property. 
REQUEST NO. 10: Produce legible copies of all documents showing the present 
value of your pension or retirement plan. 
REQUEST NO. 11: Produce legible copies of any and all documents pertaining to 
any and all checking and savings accounts in your name, either individually or jointly with any 
other individual. 
REQUEST NO. 12: Produce legible copies of any and all documents showing any 
and all investments in any stocks, bonds of any kind, mutual funds, or any other type of investment 
not specifically named no matter what nature the investment takes including bearer bonds. 
REQUEST NO. 13: Produce legible copies of any documents pertaining to your 
interest in any and all money market certificates, certificates of deposit, treasury certificates, or 
similar investments. 
REQUEST NO. 14: Produce copies of any and all documents pertaining to any 
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REQUEST NO. 15: Produce copies of any and all documents showing any 
interest you have in any other property not herein identified. 
REQUEST NO. 16: Produce a legible list of names, addresses, and telephone 
numbers of witnesses you or your counsel intend or may intend to subpoena at the time of the trial. 
DATED this / ^ day of November, 2000. 
ROBERTA. ECHARD 
Attorney for Petitioner 
l i 
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IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF UTAtt ^ 
WEBER COUNTY, OGDEN DEPARTMENT ^ ; 
RULING AND TEMPORARY ORDER 
Case No. 994901266 DA 
Honorable Roger S. Dutson 
These parties were married for 19 years and have two children, ages 14 and nearly 18. Court 
finds both worked in their business for several years with her in the office and him laying cement. 
Both had numerous personal problems, the marriage went sour and after separation and divorce 
imminent, he developed a relationship with another woman, Valerie Mecham, with whom he presently 
resides. 
A very large indebtedness was incurred during the time the parties were together which has 
been paid down, but there still exists about $60,000 owing to Bank of Utah which is secured by liens 
on personal property, the marital home and a lot, and both have signed as obligors on that 
indebtedness. There is substantial other marital debt set forth in the various exhibits submitted by 
both parties, including the above three loans at Bank of Utah, IRS of about $20,000, and possible 
additional amounts unknown, Pioneer Ready Mix, Concrete Specialty, Jacks Tire, Voice Stream listed 
by Mr. Dayton and additional amounts listed on Nuttall's "Liabilities" on page 2 of tab 1 of his 
exhibit. Since the divorce was filed, the wife has filed a Chapter 13 Bankruptcy, which she represents 




DOUGLAS D. DAYTON, 
Defendant. 




The most problematic issue in this case is the fact the Petitioner, Patsy Dayton, has clearly and 
intentionally attempted to mislead the Court by giving false testimony under oath on a sufficient 
number of issues that the Court cannot place any credibility in her testimony except as clearly 
supported by other credible testimony. These issues do not relate to petty matters but amount to 
thousands of dollars, relating primarily to personal property she has sold, disposed of intentionally 
or has disappeared while in her possession. 
Respondent Douglas Dayton and his companion, Valerie Mecham, have clearly attempted to 
minimize his present income and assets. They assert they were advised to do this by an attorney in 
California. For the most part, they have engaged in accounting procedures that they claim justify the 
conclusions they testified about in court. They have generally, however, provided their accounting 
procedures to the Court for examination, including revenues and expenditures and provided generally 
reliable information about property. The Court does not agree with the conclusions they ask the 
Court to draw from that data, however, there is no clear intent to deceive the Court. They have 
simply and openly attempted to persuade the Court to accept their conclusions. This is as different 
as night and day to the blatant lies and deceptions engaged in by the wife. Analysis of Mr. Dayton's 
arguments reveal the data should not be construed as he desires and are therefore without merit in 
the most part as it relates to his earning capability or present earnings, because though the data is 
generally correct, many of the so-called business expenses are not truly business related and this 
impacts his actual income. However, it is not difficult for the Court to review those revenues and 
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expenditures along with historical earnings and reach an appropriate conclusion regarding his earning 
potential and present income. 
Ryan Dayton will be 18 on May 9th of this year. The other child Shane Dayton, is just turning 
15. Mrs. Dayton should have custody, even though she improperly dragged them into this case 
because of her deceptions. It is still in their best interest to remain with her in Utah to finish school, 
as their father is in California and there is no contest about custody. Both parties have severely 
indulged these children with 'toys', and material things, including attempting to give them an 
expensive tractor to build a motorcycle race track when their finances are in shambles because of their 
dispute and irresponsibility. 
The Court has been able to determine Mrs. Dayton's present income through documentation 
from her work. For child support purposes, her present monthly income is $1,316.00. However, the 
evidence is clear that her income will increase as she continues to work this present job and further, 
her potential for earning is below her historical income while married and working in the business and 
what she could earn if she were to obtain a job she is fully capable of holding, given her experience 
and capability. In other words, she is not working to full capacity at the present time and given her 
inclination to try and manipulate the Court, she has probably minimized her income intentionally until 
after the divorce. Mr. Roger Nuttal, a reliable and competent CPA, has attempted to extrapolate 
what Mr. Dayton's real income would have been during the time he was in business here, and has 
been asked to attempt to do the same regarding Mr. Dayton's work in California. Regarding his 
conclusions on all financial matters, he acknowledged that in addition to the tax returns and other 
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hard data he reviewed, much of his data came from Mrs. Dayton. Therefore, his conclusions are very 
suspect, simply because of what she has done to twist the evidence in her favor and the Court believes 
she also misled her accountant. The Court concludes that Mr. Dayton can reasonably earn an annual 
amount between $70,000-75,000, though at present the Court finds he is earning approximately 
$70,000 per year doing concrete work and that is not inconsistent with his historical earnings. This 
amounts to $5,835 per month for purposes of calculating child support. For calculating alimony, the 
Court also considers the fairly temporary nature of child support, as the youngest child will attain the 
age of majority in about three years. 
The Court will require Mr. Dayton to pay all amounts previously ordered as support and 
alimony through March 1, 2001, and thereafter, child support shall be calculated as set forth above 
and alimony shall be as set forth below. 
Before determining alimony, the Court must consider a proper distribution of property and 
remaining marital debt and the parties respective comparable ability to live at a relatively equal 
standard. There is some difficulty for the Court in this regard because Mrs. Dayton has sold 
thousands of dollars worth of property or otherwise disposed of it, presumably for her own benefit. 
Because of her unreliability, the problem is further aggravated. Because of the fact that Mr. Dayton 
needs all the work related equipment in order to generate income as a cement contractor and generate 
income to an historical as well as present potential, the Court will award Mr. Dayton all such 
property, including all business office supplies, and without regard to where they are presently 
located. An important piece of business equipment, a lazar screed, is leased and has little or no 
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equity. In this regard, it is noted that the values of the work related property given by both parties 
do not accurately set forth the fact that the property is worth much less if sold, rather than retained 
by Mr. Dayton where he can put it to productive use in his cement laying business, and after 
continued use, will be of very little residual value, though is the instrumentality by which he can earn 
reasonable income. There is some debt on some of the business vehicles and that debt will continue 
to be Mr. Dayton's responsibility, except as to the general business debt owing the Bank of Utah 
which will be paid as hereafter specified. 
The company set up by Valerie Mecham has received an infusion of her money in addition to 
the money Mr. Dayton, Valerie and other workers have generated by their work and involvement 
with the company. He, however, is the 'key person' to make the company successful by generating 
most of the company income, though she has exercised a very 'hands on' approach to the business, 
seems to have reasonably good business sense and is also an important part of the business team. 
Concerning the amount Valerie claims Mr. Dayton owes her, the Court finds that can readily be 
resolved by proper changes in the accounting methods for the business and proper designation of 
revenues, wages and expenses, rather than treat it as an outstanding loan to Mr. Dayton, as he is also 
the primary revenue generating asset in the relationship, even recognizing Valerie's involvement in 
the work as well as her voluntary use of some of her money from time to time to help Mr. Dayton 
meet his financial obligations. 
The other primary marital assets are the family home and land, three additional acres of 
property, the Mitsubishi vehicle, household furnishings and effects, a motor home, a boat, sand cars 
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or rails and related accessories and trailers. As indicated above, the Court has determined that all the 
work equipment, work vehicles, trailers, and other work related property, office equipment and 
supplies, whether held in California or Utah should be awarded Mr. Dayton for use in his cement 
work. 
The home is in disrepair and needs work before it can be sold for a reasonable fair market 
value. There is apparently a buyer for the vacant land. 
The Court has carefully reviewed all the assets, liabilities and debt, petitioner's falsehoods 
about property and her sale of valuable assets and disposal of other marital assets for her own 
purposes, and has still determined it still should attempt to balance the relative future positions of the 
parties, notwithstanding Mrs. Dayton's deceptions. The Court will, to some degree, resolve the 
problems with her deception in the property division and debt payment, in that it was in these areas 
she lied. Therefore, the Court will not reward her for her deceptions in regard to property which she 
has sold, disposed of and lied about. 
The Court will still award to Mrs. Dayton the following: household furnishings and items set 
forth in Mr. Nuttal's Schedule C, "Marital Estate" of the parties, except for one big screen TV, 
Ceramic Klem, all the guns and rifles, camping and outdoor gear and accessories, with the latter to 
be awarded Mr. Dayton. She shall also be awarded her personal belongings and effects and the 
Mitsubishi automobile, plus the obligation to pay the debt thereon. 
To clarify, Mr. Dayton shall be awarded all the remaining marital property on Mr. Nuttal's 
Schedules A and B, as they are business related. 
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The following property acquired during this marriage shall be sold as follows: the family 
home, the 3 acre parcel, and the two sand cars or rails with the trailer. The first proceeds shall be 
used to pay down marital debt in the following order: 1. First liens or mortgages on the real estate; 
2. Any remaining debt to the Bank of Utah; and 3. IRS and thereafter, all the other referenced marital 
debt. All monies are to be received by and paid out by Mr. Dayton, with full written accounting to 
be provided in writing monthly to Mrs. Dayton. Provided the foregoing sales of assets do not pay 
all the marital debts, the boat and motor home must be sold as needed to pay such debt. In the event 
there is money remaining after the sale of these assets, it shall be awarded to Mr. Dayton. Further, 
if the above assets do not need to be sold, they are awarded to Mr. Dayton. However, the total debt 
must be paid and it is Mr. Dayton's responsibility to pay that debt. The Court notes that although 
the parties have both said a tractor worth at least $8,000 was 'given' to the children, if there are 
inadequate total assets to pay the debts, that equipment must be considered marital. The children 
have no authorization to control or dispose of that property, as it could not be disposed of by either 
or both parties until the divorce was final under restrictions imposed by the Court. On the other hand, 
the parties both state they want the children to have that property, and if not needed to pay debts, it 
shall then vest in the children. 
If either party files bankruptcy, which this Court determines should not occur because of the 
value of assets available to pay debts, or if Mr. Dayton fails to pay debts as set forth herein, or for 
some reason because of one or the others conduct the debts do not get paid, that party shall save the 
other harmless from any debts for which the other might be found liable to any creditor. The only 
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marital debts payable under this order are those debts incurred while the parties were together and 
each party is liable for additional debts incurred since that time. 
The home shall be sold under the direction of Mr. Dayton. He may require Mrs. Dayton to 
move from the premises if he deems it is needed in order for him to fix or have the home upgraded 
before sale of the home. He shall be allowed the unencumbered right to enter the premises for the 
purpose of upgrading and improving the home. If Mr. Dayton determines it necessary for her to 
move, in order to upgrade the home or to sell it, he must give her at least 30 days written notice to 
move out. He may deduct from the equity upon the sale of the home, all the costs of upgrading the 
home and any payments on mortgages to protect the equity in the home. Mrs. Dayton shall withdraw 
her Bankruptcy if requested by Mr. Dayton and if needed to sell the home, as she indicated at trial 
that would be done in the near future anyway, Bankruptcy having been filed to protect the real 
property and keep other creditors off her back. Mrs. Dayton shall assist in the sale of assets as 
directed by Mr. Dayton in writing and she shall do nothing to impede the carrying out of this Courts 
order. 
The parties may reach other agreements in writing about property disposition, but under any 
agreement, the marital debt must be paid from the sale of marital property or from other monies the 
parties agree upon, so long as the debts are fully paid 
Alimony is to be awarded Mrs. Dayton in the amount of $1,200 per month. 
Each party shall pay their own costs and attorneys fees. The Court has considered Mr. 
Dayton's contempt finding, but has also considered the problems caused by Mrs. Dayton's deception 
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to the Court in reaching this decision on attorney's fees. 
Mr. Dayton's attorney is to prepare the appropriate findings, conclusions and Decree with full 
factual details to be included and consistent with the results set forth herein. 
This temporary order shall be in effect until the Court signs the above referenced final order. 
DATED this ^ r 4 day of March, 2001. 
ROGERyS. DUTSON 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Ruling to the 
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